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Federal Court Officials Hope
to Serve Him With
Subpoena.
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WIFE WHO

ONE COMPANY

IS

PAYING FIGHTERS

Resort-Stealin-

San

ui

New

Bloodshed Likely Over Con- troversy Concerning Right
of Way at Proposed
Crossing.

Left Bank on Saturday to Go to Copper River & Northern and the
gs
Alaska-Pacifi- c
Nearby
Were
Are Tangled In
In Suit Case He
a Struggle Which Will
Carried With
Undoubtedly Prove
Him.
Serious.

Dr. O. U. Hall, the sickly looking
noise. Idaho. July 3. When the
man, caught boldly making dol
morning session of the Haywood trial little
half dollars yesterday
opened, It wias announced that Juror lars and was
before United
taken
H. F. Massecar had been quite in States Commissioner
H. H. Whiting
durfiig the night. Judge Wood asked at his office In old town
this afterMassecar if he relt able to proceed noon at 2 o'clock by Deputy
U. S.
todav. Uoon receiving an affirmative Marshals W. H. Forbes and Harry
answer the court Informed the Juror Cooper. Assistant United States At-J.
AJbiii.
that if any time he felt It necessary, torney E. L.. Medler appeared as
the trial would be interrupted until prosecutor for the government.
he was in better physical condition.
A warrant was sworn out charging
The prosecution asked the court to
with illegally coining money and
issue an order directing W. F. Davis, Hall
the same.
one of the leading witnesses lor tne passing
to
pleaded
guilty
charge
defense, to remain within the Juris- andHallwaived examination. theHe was
diction of the court, as he would be bound over to the district court to
wanted again. The order was Issued. appear
before the grand Jury under
Knew Orchard.
!
bond. In lieu of furnishing the
IFrancls C. Clifford, a life insurance $2,000
bond
he
committed to the county TWELVE ARE HURT
solicitor, of Sterling, Colorado, was Jail. Thewasdistrict
court will next
the first witness of the day. Clifford meet In September.
said that he rented desk room in
In Court.
lit
Out
Ills
George A. Pettlbone's store in Den
A grip loaded with the counter- ver, holding It from April until No felting
TROLLEY ROAD
paraphernalia was brought to
vember. 1905.
home of U. S. Commissioner
The witness met Orchard under the the
Whiting and Dr. Hall explained how
pettlbone he
name of "Tom Hogun,
made the coins and his reasons
making the introduction.
doing so.
"Orchard told me one day that he forHan was n a weak physical con
wa3 making lots of money selling dition; he was ill last night and he
declared Clifford
hall insurance."
questions today In a waver
"He then turned to Pettlbone and answered
manner, une man's constitution
asked him to cash a check. Pettl ing
undermined by the use of Speeding Passenger Car Cohas
been
bone said be did not have money drugs; his hands shook and
in other
enough but he offered to give Or ways he showed much nervousness.
llides With Two Loads
chard as. much as he had.' Orchard He objected to the presence of a
said he would take what Pettlbone newspaper reporter in the room, and
of Ralls.
had, and get the balance later. Next expressed a wish that no publicity be
time I saw Orchard lie told me he given to his crime.
..
was going to Alaska. .This was in
When the grip containing the, plasJune, 1905."
parls molds, bottles of acids, IRON PASSES THROUGH
ter
of
Alwavs Suraestliu? Violence.
scrapers, particles of metal and bogJoseph C. Barnes, living near Montus coins in various stages of com
MOTORMAN'S ABDOMEN
rose, Colorado, was the next witness. pletion,
was opened the prisoner
lie said he and ueorge Ridden winced and turned weakly away from
operative
88."
number
"Plnkerton
the sight.
were chums and fellow members of
Washington, D. C, July 3. A dozPltirul TOHtlinony.
the union at Telluride.
In a whining voice he said: "A
Barnes declared that Rlddell was few weeks ago I never dreamed of en people were seriously Injured, and
constantly suggesting violence. He doing such things. I never did any- - as many more slightly hurt in a colproposed to roll two kegs of powder thing wrong before. I was in debt j lision between a Washington bound
down a hill into the liberty Hern mm ana naa. Deen oorrowing money,
car and two carloads of rails
and advised the miners to "punch" borrowed so much that I hated toi trolley
iat.v
the Washington, Arlington & Fall
any
deputies or "bad men who look borrow any more and so I began on
TVe have withdrawn the stipula
Church
Klectric railway this mornmaking this money to hold me over ing.
tion tnat messages received are sud ed cross.
He also told them to burn the town till I could get something to do."
Ject to Indefinite delay. All patrons
passenger
car was loaded with
The
are now assured that the delay In of Telluride, and to beat up any
"How did you happen to think of employes In the government departsending will be slight. If there is any. men who started to work and run this method of coining money?" he ments in Washington.
of town.
was asked.
"liranch olilcos are being reopened them out was
through
One rail passed entirely
a most loquacious wit
Barnes
throughout the city, and by Thursday
"I used to make plaster molds and the abdomen of Motorman Mock, and
waves
constantly
out
ness
called
and
next the entdre sixteen will be doing
fashion little nicknacks when I was one passenger had both legs severed.
of laughter by his ready and lengthy a boy," answered
Hall, "I never Several women were badly Injured.
business again. Our force is ben
materially increased through the em replies.
dreamed I would ever do this."
The passengei car is admitted by
deported
being
Tellu
.from
After
ployinent of old operators who have
"How many dollars of this kind the conductor to have
running
lately been engaged in other pursuits, ride, Barnes told of going back to have you coined?" asked Assistant about 45 miles an hour been
In an effort
nut wno are taking advantage or va town in a barrel. The militia discov U. S. Attorney Medler.
up
to make
tune lost.
"I don't know not very many."
cancies in our ottices to return to ered him but he escaped 'by climbing
Motorman Fatally Hurt.
a tree. He saw Orchard and Hidden
"How many have you passed here
their former work.
'Three-fourth- s
Motorman Mock is unable to give
in the city?"
of the ordinary together once In Telluride.
account of the accident and surCross examined by Senator Borah,
"I don't know not over a dozen." an
force Is now at work In this city and
geons
engaged
never
believe that he will not recov-t- r.
Heady for Iunlliiiiciit.
Oakland. At the main ollice across Barnes said that he
The conductor is under arrest.
opera in any criminal act with Riddell.
the bay. we hao seventy-fiv- e
vague In his facts,
was
Dr.
Hall
Militia, Got Him.
The collision took place on a slight
tors."
due apparently not to his geslre to
Did you ever contemplate any conceal facts, but from a more or less curve, which the car was rounding
"A good day's business promptly
a tremendous speed. The two carat
Borah.
handled yesterday," was the dispatch crime? asked
deranged condition of his brain.
"Yes, sir, when I started back to Throughout the interview Hall seemloads of rails were moving along at
uenerai superintendent Y. W. Stor Telluride,
I made up my mind to kill ed anxious to make a full breast of a slow rate In order to round tho
ror sent to President Clarence H
curve sifely, when the trolley car ran
M&ckay of the Postal company in any man who stopped me.
the affair, take his punishment and Into
you?"
"Did
ther Their train crew was not
York.
Iew
Inquired how
be done with It.
He
"No. air. the militia got me.
"That tolls the whole story of the
long he would have to spend in the injured.
The unli.Jured passengers assisted
Barnes was a member of the strike penitentiary.
strike as it Is affecting us," added
He was told that the
Storror, in speaking of his optimistic conxmittee in the Telluride district. extreme penalty for his crime was ten In carina for the injured until ammessage. "Our force is working hard He said that in December, 1903, all years In the penitentiary or a fine of bulances arrived and conveyed them
to a hospital.
It is stated Lhat all
and fno business is being handled members of the committee were in $5. GOO or both.
with promptness.
Kverythlng Is so favor of calling the strike off except
He denied positively that he had will recover except the motorman.
satisfactory that I have received no Hlddell, who said he wouldn't stand any confederates In the business and
recent communication from the home for it.
protested that he had only made JAP WAU MKDAl.S
oilices."
Pat Moran, a Cheyenne saloon coins for the last two or three weeks.
t
FOR 29 AMERICANS.
sent
was
keeper,
said
Men Discharged.
whom Orchard
He manufactured the bogus dollars
Washington. D. C, July 3. The
The Telegraphers' union also ap- by him from Cheyenne to Denver to
any
othmaking
he denied
coins of
emperor of Japan has bestowed war
pears to take a rosy view of the get $500 from Pettibone, was next er denomination
by using two plasupon twenty-nin- e
Americans,
situation.
The officials and pickets called to the stand. Moran said he ter of Paris moulds for each coin. medals
In the recent
claim the companies are tied up here once worked for Pettlbone in Denver, The coins were made in one piece In- who participated
composed
war.
The
list
is
and in Oakland and that dispatches selling clocks, lamps and other goods stead of two as it was at first sup- - of ten women (volunteer nurses;,
and
on the Installment plan.
from the east are being delayed.
nineteen correspondents for American
Superintendent May has dismissed
Moran not only denied going to
newspapers.
(Continued on Pase live.)
A .O. Van Fleet, night chief opera- Denver on any mission for Orchard
tor, and H. it. Himer, traffic director but said he did not know that Or
of the Western Union at Reno, on ac- chard was ever In his saloon.
Johnny Neville, his son. and a man
count of their action in delaying mes!
sages through sympathy for the lo- whom they called "Shorty," were
cal strikers.
The men are also ac-e- around there several days. Moran
of applying an opprobrious said he had tried to Identify Orchard
term to the operators now at work since coming to Boise, but could not
positively say he was the man who
at this end of the line.
A dispatch from Heno says a strike was In his place.
He had identified
of the Western Union operators there young Neville, however.
is threatened unless Van Fleet an
John Dennis, a former Cripple
Rimer are reinstated.
Creek miner, when introduced at
witness, said he knew a Plnkerton
operative named Beckman, who as a
member of the union, got up in meet
ATTORNEY GENERAL
ing one day and declared that he was
tired of peace and thought that
something ought to be done. He was
SIMPLY SAID NO declared out of order by the presi
dent.
George B. Breen, formerly a railconductor on the Cripple Creek
t
Rcqm-wTrvlford'
For Quo Warranto road
line, and who was a witness severs
Turned I town told
ago,
days
was recalled concerning his
Xo SurprLso.
taking General Sherman Bell and
to the Dunn-vlllSanta Fe. X. M., July 3. (Special.) company of militiamen
Colorado, roundup of some un
Attorney General O. W. Prichurd
taken to the hins
late this afternoon refused Trelford's ion men, who had ran
up the hill
"Three miners
request, made through his attorney,
Breen said, "and the militia fired a
that he be allowed the use of the ter- them.
was killed
men
of
One
the
ritory's name in quo warranto proothers were captured and
ceedings for a further hearing In the Severalcamp
looted. In the camp, the
their
penitentiary investigation.
found two broken down shot
The attorney general ndJressed a soldiers
guns,
one
litte,
a six shooter, a pa'r
letter to Trelford setting forth his of scissors, a knife
and fork, and
reasons for so doing.
He previously declared that Trel- can of sardines."
ford had been given un opportunity
Klixx Resumed.
I
ti Introduce witnesses and make a
defense ami since he had refused to
ondon, July 3. A dispatch to
news agency from Odessa, says that
do bo the investigation was closed.
h
The action of the attorney general an
rolt was started by
created no surprise since it was well "the Black Hundred' gang there durknown lhat there was but one fair ing the night. The rioters killed 11
course open .to hiin. It was the one Jews and wounded fifteen. Including
he took in denying the petition.
i veral children.

Francisco, July 3. President
S. J. Small, of the Commercial! Tele
raphers". union, last night confirmed
the report that he had ordered out
the operators In another city, but
would not divulge the name of the
citv.
According to officials of the local
union, there have been but four ue
sertions from their ranks.
Within a Week.
The prospects are bright for an
adjustment of the trouble between
the Western Union and Postal Telegraph companies and their telegra
phers. 1 am firm In the opinion that
the whole matter will be adjusted
before another week rolls around.
Further than that I do not care to
discuss the matter."
The foregoing statement was U
sued by President Small today.
How the telegraphers' strike is to
be settled within a week is not explained hero or at New York, where
Commissioner
of Labor Neill has
kept in conference with Vice Presl'
dent Konenkamp of the union re la
tive to the situation.
A dispatch from New York says
Neill left there yesterday on his re
turn to Washington without seeing
President Clowry of the Western Un
ion, who was absent from the city.
.Nam said that nothing definite was
accomplished in the way of settle
ment, and that the primary purpose
of his visit was the transaction of
immigration business. Just what part
Roosevelt is to play in set'
tlin the strike is yet to be revealed
The telegraph companies, through
their local officials, claim that they
no longer regard their predicament
as serious and that a normal condl
tion 48 fast returning.
Handling Business.
Superintendent A. H. May of the
Western Union Telegraph company,
aays the local service is being rapidly
relsjlullitaieu, and the company no
longer considers that a strike ex
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PROCEEDS
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Official of Windsor Trust
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Mention of His Wife and Child
Declares That Companies Will Pat Moran Denies That He Ever
Causes Him Pain and He
Went to Pettlbone to Secure
Accede to Demands of Strikers
Seems to be Regretful
$500 for Orchard-Oth- er
Are
Within a Week-OffiOnly on Their
Evidence Introduced
Handling Business But
Discharging Men.

BANK CASHIER RUIJYAN ALASKA RAILROADS ARE

TODAY

Admits Having Issued Message Witnesses at Boise Today George U. Hall Goes to Jail
to Await Trial In
Declare That Operatives
Calling Out Operators
Default of $2,000
Were Leaders In
in Another
Bond.
Crime.
City.
T

The Evening Cltlsrn, la Advance. $5 per
Delivered by Carrier, to oenu per month.

1907.

Latest Photograph of Judge Fremont Wood, Who
Presides at the Haywood Trial.
n
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STRIKE
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HIS WIFE BECOMING"
A NERVOUS WRECK
New Tork,
July 3. The whereabouts of John D. Rockefeller are
still unknown today to United States
Marshal Henkel and his deputies,
who are trying to serve a subpoena
upon him to attend the federal court
in Chicago today.
At the oilices ot the Standard Oil
company, nothing could be learned
either as to Rockefeller's whereabouts
or whether he intends to give the
United States .marshals, who are
searching for him in three states, an
opportunity to serve their summons.
Airs. Rockefeller III.
Cleveland, O., July 3. Deputy United States marshals continued
the
search for John D. Rockefeller here
today for the purpose of serving him
with a subpoena to appear In the
court of Judge Landis at Chicago next
Saturday.
Marshal Chandler Is confident that
service will be obtained befc.--e many
naurs.
As a result of the excitement incident to the Rockefeller
residence
being placed under guard, it Is said
that Mrs. Rockefeller has become
seriously 111. she Is suffering from
nervousness and is attended by a
trained nurse.
Ijiiiulla Determined.
Chicago, July 3. Judge Iandls, of
the federal court, today stated that
he proposes to have John D. Hocke
feller brought into his court no mat
ter how long It takes to locate him.
He wants Rockefeller to testify as to
the financial resources of tin rtand
ard, in order that he may determine
whether to fix the fines against the
oil trust at $24,000,000 or a less fig'
ure.

(New
York, July 3. Detectives
throughout the United States are
searching today for Chester E. Run- yan, paying teller of the Windsor
Trust company, who, the directors of
the comipany allege, Is missing with
6,315 in cash.
George Young, a director of the
company, confirms the reports of the
defalcation, which the detectives say.
is one ot tne most remarkable ever
reported.
Runyan is accused of having placed
the currency in a suit case last Satur
day and departed after shaking hands
with his associates. He did not even
go to his apartments to bid good bye
to nis wire.
Runyan is said to have taken all
the cash available in the bank last
Saturday.
The directors have made
up the loss.
Took It AH.
There was nothing bashful about
Runyan when It came to money af
fairs, since lie took practically every
aouar tne panic naa in its vaiuts,
leaving less than $100, mostly in pea
nles and nickels.
The theft was not discovered un
til Monday morning, as he locked the
safe and vault, placing the usual time
and Durglar locks as carefully as
usual.
When he left the bank, ostensibly
to ids gone to a nearby resort lor Sun
day, be bade his companion officials
bood bye as carelessly as If he in
tention only to bo away M hours.
When he did not show up Monday morning, the vault and safe were
opened and the theft discovered. De
tectlves were immediately notified and
the search for Runyan began, but he
has evidently made good his escape
tor tne present.
Wife Broken Down.
His mite, who is in bad health, ad'
mitted that her husband had been
spending considerable money of lato,
much of it In wall street specula
tions, though she denies that he ever
played the races or at cards. Their
Hat Is furnished In elegant style and
she has offered to make reparation
ror ner nusuaivu s misdeeds as far as
possible by turning over all of their
property.
The bank officials are satisfied that
she knows nothing of the present
whereabouts of her husband, since
she is utterly broken down by his
action.
Might Have Taken More.
The bank, after a short period of
inaction Monday morning, resumed
business and no publicity was given
Runyan s disappearance until today.
The general opinion of the officials
of the institution is that he did not
plan his theft until the day it took
Place, since the bank often had sev
eral times tho amount of cash then
on hand, and he had access to it at
all times. Had he planned the theft
earlier, he .would certainly have chosen a time when there was a maximum
amount available.

Seattle. Wash.. Julv S A mrmutr
from Valdes, Alaska, tells of th
preparations for an armed conflict
between the Copper River and Northern railway forces and the Alaska-Pacif- ic
railway men at Katalla.
The Copper River railroad, which
in known throughout Alaska
as a
Guggenheim proposition. In almln
to tap the Copper river district, is
attempting to cross the rlaht of war
company, known
of the Alaska-Pacifi- c
as a uruner line, which also alms for
the Copper river district by way of
Liaae

Paying Fighting Men.
The Bruner people applied to Oov.
Haggett of Alaska for the protection
of United States troops, alleging that
the Guggenheim forces contemplated
an armed attack upon them.
The authorities at Valdes admit
that the situation is serious.
The Bruner road has erected a "go
devil" at the crossing, which the
Quggenhelms are trying to take. The
machine, by means of a donkey engine, swings continually across the
tracks, making It Impossible fT the
men to come within a radius of fifty
feet of the Bruner line.
The Quggenhelms are paying $1
per hour to fighting men, with a
bonus to the first man who crosses
the Bruner right of way.
Heady for Fray
The spirit of fight between the
companies aeems to have been transmitted to the men on the scene and
dally strife occurs, though thus far
there have been no more serious Injuries than bad beatings on -- either
side.
The majority of the men ara armed and Insist that they will fight the
matter out to the end if ordered to
do so. They are being reinforced by
men from all sections of Alaska,
mostly fighters with "reputations."
The equipment and material for
rushing the Guggenheim road to
completion Is Just opposite the Brul"
ner crossing, but the
and
the armed men opposing the Guggenso
strong
heim forces are
that the latter have thus far been repelled.
Have Apiicalcd to Courts.
The Copper River and Northern is
running trains as far as the proposed
crosHing,
having constructed
and
equipped Its lines that distance, but
Its route to the rich Copper river
district is completely blocked by the
expedients adopted by the Alaska-Pacif- ic
line. The Guggenheim Interests have appealed to the courts, but
pending a decision, are watching their
opportunity to take the law Into their
own hands and obtain possession of
the crossing.
"go-devi-

CIJiVKLAND HAS
NKARLY ItKCOVEKFJJ.
New York, July 3. Gr 'ver Cleveland, who has been ill the past three
weeks, has so far recovered as to be
about his house. It is thought that
he will leave tor Tamworth, New
Hampshire, in a rhort time to Join
his family.

GIRL KILLED AND PARTY MINERS MAY BE HEADED
T

IN

AUTO

BY

Taft Takes Vacation.
Washington, D. C, July 3. Secre
tary Tart today left lor a month s va
cation to be spent at Murray Bay,
Canada.

TOMORROW

(tomorrow!!!)

unarioue.

MOYER AND
HAYWOOD

Big Touring Machine Attempt
ed to Climb a Tree Near

Ve llesley.

If

Leaders Are Released. They
Will Attend Chicago

Meeting. '

Wellesley, Mass., July 3. In the
Denver, Colo., July 3. If released
wreck of an automobile here early from prison in Idaho before October
today, Miss Margaret Swanton, 22 1st,
President Charles Moyer and
years old, was killed, and Miss Margaret Turpen, William Walsh and Secretary Treasurer William HayFrank McLaughlin were injured.
will head the delegation which
They were returning from South wood
Framlnham to their Waltham home will represent the Western FederaIn a large touring car, when in the tion of Miners at the proposed coneffort to escape a collision with an- ference In Chicago In October for the
other car their driver turned his car purpose of founding a new Internafrom the road and crashed into a
tional labor organization.
tree.
The machine turned a complete
It was announced today that Haysomersault, hurling Its occupants to wood had received 226 and Moyer
the ground.
219 votes out of a total of 22 cast
liUuneM Other Car.
In the miners' convention
for deleThe blame for the accident Is plac- gates
to the Chicago meeting. The
ed on the driver of the wrecked cur,
planning
are
leaders
a
of
miners
the
who, in turn, insists that the oncomorganisation along the lines of
ing car from which he attempted to new
World,
the
Workers
of
the
Industrial
escape waa on the wrong side of
which has been disrupted by a facl.V- - mad, and that he had no reational right.
son to expect to meet It there.
Will Ho Political Power.
Officers are investigating and If his
story Is found correct, the occupants
It is the Intention of the Western
of lhat cur will be held for man- Federation to invite the other minslaughter. It is probable also that ers' organizations
of
the United
Walsh, who was driving Miss Swan-ton- 's States and ulso u 11 other unions to
car, will be arrested, as soon Join In the movement to form the
us his injuries permit of his being new political party, which they proarraigned.
pose to make a national power.
Miss Swanton was one of tne leadWith the aid of the unions of the
ing members of the younger social ci'untry behind the new party, the
circle of this city, and her death has federation leaders Insist that they
caused a number of events to be in- 'will control the political life of Ilia
country.
definitely postponed.
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Pearl Eveline Cobert et als to Hes
K. Rutherford (q. c. deed), lot 1,
addiblock 86, Huning's Highland
tion; $1.
June 17. University Heights Im
provement Co. to Stella C. Utt, lots'
21 and
ll. Dlork .. university
Heights addition; $1.
William
Farr el ux, to J.
of south
II. Heald west one-haeast
and southeast
sec
of southwest
and northeast
oi
of northwest
northwest
r,
9,
7,
township
gold
easy
most
Into
the
famous
an
section
Inroad
This Is the rarest chance von will ever have to make
north; $1. '
producing district In the world THE FAMOUS DEATH VALLEY.
Eliza A. Skinner et vir to W. C.
Charles M. Schwab bought the famous SMdoo nlnlng properly for three million dollarr. when It
Thaxton lot 2, block 18, Huning's
was not developed.
Highland addition; $1.
Kan da Calkins and wife to Fred
Eakes a tract of land bounded
List of Deeds to Property Sold W.
south by Candlarla wagon road; $1.
Ortega to John N. Johnson
Jesus
During Month of June,
a piece of land In precinct No. 8; $50.
Luclo Ortega and wife to John N.
He knew that the Skldoo property adjoined the famous Wild Rose district of California and he 55
Johnson, a piece of land In precinct
1907.
knew the Wild Rose district was fabulously rich.
.No. 8, $50;
It did not take him long to see that the mineral belt stretched further east and west, north and
Chas. H. Kimball to Hannah B.
south than the Wild Rose district.
Draper lots 3, 4 and 15, block 11;
Since then It has been found to cover vast tracts In three states. NEXT ADJOINING TI.E FAThe following real estate transfers Perea addition; $1.
MOUS SCHWAB PROPERTY IS THE
were recorded during the month of
June 18. Fernanda C. de Aragon
June:
and husband to W. H. Gillenwater a
Skidoo-Treadwe- ll
June 1. Browne & Manzanares piece of land In Duranes,
precinct
Co. to Herbert F. Raynolds 16 acres No. 35; $1.
Albupart
In
of
land
of
southwest
Benseslado Lucero and wife to W.
Among the Richest in the District
querque; $2,000.
H. Gillenwater a piece of land In prell
Mining compnny and the board of diThis property Is owned outright by the
No. 8; $1.
M. Hope and
cinct
to
Kittle
husband
rectors has authorized the sale of 100,000 shares of stock lor development purposesn:i ate only 6 cents per
Roman Nuanes to W. H. Gillen
'finilelarla lots 3. 4 and 5. block D,
will be a winner
share. Work Is already under way. Several rich strikes have been inadu und the
water
a piece of land In precinct No.
Atlantic and Pacific addition; $1.
without doubt.
University Heights Improvement 8; $1.
Lorenzo Gradl et als., to Donate
Co. to C. E. Hodgln lots 15 and 16,
a piece of land In precinct
block 1, I'niversity Heights addition; Martinez
35, Los Duranes;
zu.
No.
$1.
W. H. Matson et als., to Mary F.
Seems So Small That It Looks Almost Like a Fake BUT
University Heights Improvement Matson
(q. c. deed), lot 12, block 7,
Co. to H. It. Preissner lots 7 and 8, N. T. Armijo addition
You may remember the Mohawk, at Goldfield. Its stock sold at 5 cents per share during the deo. i: si.
ton
less
42
10,
to
cents
the
University Heights addition;
than half what
block
velopment period. The surface assays of this property shewed
June 19. Ella C. Conroy and hus
assay
$1.
shows.
of
the
the lowest
band to Cayetano Gallegos and wife
MOHAWK IS NOW SELLING AT $17 A SHARE. RECENTLY TniS PROPERTY SHIPPED
University Heights Improvement lots 6 and south one-haof lot 6,
$700,000 IN GOLD AS THE RESULT OF A TWENTY DAY 8' RUN. THE LEASERS HAVE REFUSED
2;
Co. to F. W, Preissner lots 9 and 10, block B, Simpler addition
No.
$3,000,000 cash for the ten months' lease which tlicy hold on the procrty.
lock 10, University Heights addition; $50.
group has a large quarts ledge running
ll
THEN REMEMBER THIS The
$1.
Simon Baldonado and wire to Cru- (hrnnirli Ih, anllra tirnnartv. In wlrith frnm Kfl tn 8ft fppt nnH exnosed On the Surface for 3.000 feet. AS- sita
Chavez a piece of land in Ba
als.,
to
et
Albert
Hallle
Eiseman
per
hlp'test)
ton
to
(the
$15
lowest)
ays made at the grass roots show values of from 82 cents (the
lot 16, block 2, C. W. rents; $270.
kT Hunsaker
which, In this district, means enormous values below the surface.
Lorenzita Lucero to Relies Garcia
Lewis Highland addition; $1.
group of seven full claims.
ll
ll
Mining company, owning the
The
piece of land In Alameda; $1.
June 3. Mrs. S. M. Vernon to a June
kTj.
has been Incorporated for $1,2 60,000; par value $1.00 per share; fully paid and
20. Antonio Serna and wife
James A. Gaumer lots 7. 8, 9, 10, 11 to Teofila
Grlego a piece of land In
day with water, fuel, transportation, timber, and every necessary facility for development and opera- - StJ and 12, block E, Mandell IS. and R. Precinct No. 8; $1.
addition; $1.
linn
to Trinidad Grle
Josefa
Gutierrez
Gregorio Pacheco and wife to Pie- - go de Serna a piece of land In Los
IP IT TAKES MORE TO CONVINCE YOU OF THE MERITS OP THIS MINE, YOU DO NOT
Candelari.i,
piece
dad
AN
a
In
YOURSELF.
of land
Grlegos; $20.
OPPORTUNITY TO I1ETTEII
DESERVE
ll
Los Grlegos; $50.
Mining company Is offering to the small Investor, upon easy terms, 100,000
The
June 21. Felipe Ruiz and wife to
shares of Its development stock at 6 cents a share. There are but two conditions to keep In mind. Stock
M. P. Stamm to Naomi R. Stamm Benlgna Baca de Kulz a piece of land
open
me
Is
DAYS,
for,
at
of
$25,
end
but THIRTY
will not be sold in blocks of less than
and the offer
in precinct No. 5; $1.
south 92 feet of lots 19 to 24 incluthat time the first development shaft will have been completed and tho true value of the property will apsive, block 22, original Townslte; $1.
Francisco Armijo y Otero and wife
pear. Then your opportunity will be gone.
M. y. stamm to Naomi It. Stamm to Alejandro Sandoval lot 10, block
proposi
you
In
the
We want to talk to
about this opportunity. Then is nothing of the wildcat
lot 15, block E. Atlantic and Pacific 11, Francisco Armijo y Otero addi
a jov to Investivt
tion. The property stands flntly on its meiltH. Jt wii' stand Uives ligation.
tion; $250.
addition; $1.
gate. Call on or address
Edward L. Medler to Margaret E.
Joanna C. Hopping and husband
to Rachael Jane Sudduth lot 6 and Medler lots 1, 2, 3 and 4 In block 55
art of lot 5. block 3, C. W. Lewis ad N. M. T. Co.'s addition; $1.
de
Garcia
June 22. Rafaellta
dition No. 1; $1.
Frederick Graefe to Vldal Lopez Hasan to Juan Hasan a piece of land
(q. c. deed) lot 12, block 25. Eastern in Alameda; $50.
June 24. J. M. Moore Realty Co.
addition, $300.
to Blanchard Meat and Supply Co
Geo. H. Vose to Hannah P. Drap
er (q. c. deed) north one-ha- lf
of a lot 3, block 16, Original Townslte;.
AGENTS, ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
ract of land deeded to Marguaretta $12,500.
Blanchard Meat and Supply Co. to.
Vose; $1.
BLOCK
2
BOX
Hannah H. Draper to Jos. II. Rlch- - Geo. L. Brooks lot 3, block 16, Orig
nrdson, north one-haof a tract of inal Townslte; $16,000. Supply Co. to
Blanchard Meat and
and deeded to Mai'Kuuretta Vose:
L. McKee lots 9 and 10,.
Alfonzo
$2,000.
June 4. Chas. E. Morgan to N. R. block 8, F. Armljo y Otero addition;
Swan, south 86 feet of lot 17, block $2,000.
Blanchard Meat and Supply Co. toAtlantic and Pacific addition;
GOOD PRELIMINARY FOR
Alfonzo L. McKee lot i, block lo,
250.
A. J. Richards nnd wife to Nelson Original Townslte; $10,000.
W. it. Irvine to jonn it. Mitcneu
Swan lots 5 anil 6. block 36, Hun- BURNS-SQUIRES
GO rt.
ng's Highland addition, and other lot 33, block 2, Coronado Place; $1.
317-31- 9
John II. Mitcneu and wire to
property; $1.
S. Second St.
Hicks lot 33, block 2,
June 6. Martin P. Stamm nnd Rutherford Place;
$1.
M. Moore Realty Co., Coronado
to
wife
'John
Phone 967
Blanchard Meat and Supply Co. to
Interest In
undivided one-haots 13. 14 and 15, block 26, Original Geo. L. Brooks a tract of land bound
ed on south by land of Jesus canue-lariTownslte; $1.
$250.
Andres Romero, and wife to Man
Meat nnd
Juno 25. Blanchard
uel A. Jaramlllo (q. c. deed) undivid
, ' J
h
it, t.
ed
Interest to 12.000 acres Supply Co. to Western Meat Co.
see
record.
description,
of land In the town of Atrisco land
A. W. Treischel to E. II. Dunbar
gra nt.
New Mexico
to lot 18 and the west half of lot 17,
Prenssner
June 6. Elizabeth
Irene Paulson lot 10, block 4, llelvl- block 1, Atlantic and Pacific addition,
$281.25.
dere addition; $10.
John K. Nolan and wife to MarNathan Hartli et al to Ida i. Uaca
R. H. E.
At Denver:
garet E. Medler lot 7, block 2. C. W.
J
12 !
a piece of land in Duranes; $1.
Denver
5 is
l
Ida D. Huca and husband to . H. Lewis addition No. 1, and other propSioux City
Gillenwater a piece of land In Du erty; $1.
Hatterles C Artams ana jucuon-ougJohn Harris to Louis Graham unranes; $1.
Newlin and Sheehan.
Interest in the
WHERE THEY PLAY.
Aron Rosenwnld and wife to W. divided
II. Gillenwater two pieces of land In Ixjst Chance mining claim, Hell canyon district; $1.
village of Los Duranes; $1.
National
TOMORROW'S GAME 10
Felipe Romero and wife to Elfego
Ygnuclo Itoilrlquez and wife to W.
New York at Urooklyn.
of lot 2 nnd the
vilBaca south one-ha- lf
In
piece
a
of
land
Gillenwater
II.
Pittsburg.
tt. I)uis at Chicago,
north 6 feet of lot 3, block 4, Lewis
iiki' of Los Duranes; $1
Cincinnati at
addition;
$50u.
BE A HOT CONTEST
Vicentlta Cnndelurlo y Armljo et and Simmons
lioston at Philadelphia.
First National Hank of Albuqueral, to W. H. Gillenwater a piece of
Hattle E. Crary lot 18. block
and In the plaza of Las Candelarlas; que to M.
T. Co.'s addition; $1.
20, N.
American iAugue.
$1.
Tomas R.
Chicago at Cleveland.
Juana Ruiz de Garcia to
c; It.
It. Edwards,
lleves Ou ntana and wife to W. II.
Oeronimos
St. IjouIs at Detroit.
Gillenwater a piece of land in the Duran a pi ce of land in precinct No.
Orchard, p.: H. Helwlg. a.; T. Or13; $800.
Philadelphia at New York.
tiz, lb.; R. (latlin, 2b.; Lempke, 3b.;
tiluza of Las Candelarlas; ii.
E.
June 26. Wm. Hart to Martha
Washington at Boston.
Franc sco Tiujlllo ami wire to lsi- Flute. If.; Wigley. cf.; T. Johnson,
pre
In
lots 4 and 5 block 8, Original
Murpliy.
Hart
.lolinny
parcel
land
a
of
ri'.; Hlldebrandl, sub.
dro Sandoval
townslte; $1.
HOW THEY STAND.
Drowns It. McDonald, c;
S.m Francisco. Cal.. July 3. At last cinct No. 5. Rarelas; $1.
to
John M. Moore Realty Co. to M.
p.; Shay, lb.; Kunz, 2b.: ClanJune 7. Herbert F. Raynolds
preliminary for 'the great interthe
one-haO. Chadbourne lots 16, 17. 18, 19, 20,
Lee
south
Mrs. Isabelle
cy, ss.; Cain, 3h.; L. Wright, rf.;
Newcastle
between
Natlonul litiiguc.
battle
national
of lot 5 21, 22, Moore Realty Co.'s addition
cf. ; (liaham. If.
Won. Lost. Pet.
Hill Smilres and Canadian Tommy of lot 4 and north one-ha16
.754
The above Is tho line up for the Hums has been decided upon. The block 4, Huning's Highland addition; No. 1; $1,050.
49
Chicago
June 27. Annie Martinez and husn
game to be played participants will be Frankle Edwards II.
.618
23
37
New York,
band to Jose F. Armijo et al a tract
William M. Pierce to Delln
tomorrow after- rikI .Tohnnv Murnhv two of the shift
.574 at Traction park
35
26
Pittsburg
of land south of Albuquerque in pre.548 noon at the close of the racing pro- iest lightweights in the amateur ranks lot 12. block 8. Eastern addition.
28
34
Philadelphia
M. cinct No. 1; $1.
to
M.
Otto
Keleher
as
Driving
Jessie
gram
Gentlemen's
of
the
.446
36
2
or
as
promis
a
pair
city
Cincinnati
and
of this
C. M. Stokes to Mrs. E. T. Stokes
of lot 5
south one-ha- lf
.413 sociation.
34
27
Huston
ing lads as ever came down me pu Keinwoit.
or lot l, diock ji,
east one-ha- lf
block 4, Hunlng Highland addition the
for the gilistic
O. A. Matson. manager
.406
38
26
Urooklyn
pike.
Highland addition; $1.
Huning's
$1.
thiB
good
humor
as
in
.235
Brawns.
62
16
St. Louis
and husband to
Smith
Jane
Sarah
8.
and
Weerts
E.
Frank
June
morning over
outlook for the
13. 14 and 15,
NOTICE.
wife to M. DeLeon et nl lots 4 and Floy B. Easterday B.lots
gve, out whilethehe experts
his team
Aiiicricau Iicague.
R. addition;
and
W. block B, Mandell
!
5. replat of lot 1, block 6. C.
Uir! i.er- Won. Lost. Pet. tn win be n.'ieitheiesK
$3,300.
.Tiistipe ArcClellnn will be at his of Lewis nddition No. 1, and other prop.658 enimoB credit
22
41
ChUcago
for being a strong
June 28. Mathllde Cuneo and husfire. Korber building. North Second erty; $1,000.
24
41
.eat team.
Cleveland
Jas. A. Gaunter a piece of
Nicanor Pacheco and wife to Juan band Into city
.556
28
35
Martin Ryan, manager of the Oer- street, for tho collection of delln
Philadelphia
of Albuquerque east of
preland
in
a
of
land
piece
Duran
11
Jose
10
to
morning
niipnt
1907
tax
from
noli
.650
onimos,
27
that
for
this
S3
declared
Detroit
north Third street between Tijeras
$50.
30
.500 his "boys" stood a good chance of h m . 2 to 4 and 7 to 8 D. m. until cinct No. 3, Alameda;
30
New York
Juan Gurule y Moya and wife to and Marquette avenues; $1.
27
.409 winning the ISO, the side bet placed .Tnlv ih. After that date suits will
39
St. Louis
Jose Duran a piece of land in
Juan
be
will
winning
costs
hp
.365
team.
40
for
23
the
and
commenced
Koston
No. 3, Alameda; $20.
Cured Threo of the Family with Ono
.328
39
19
Quite a number of base ball fans ehars-eWashington
dellnauents. These proceed precinct
Siiiz to Juan Jose Duran a
Pablo
Bottle of CluunlM'rlaln'a Colli',
from El Paso, Las Vegas, Santa Ke, lngs have been ordered by the Board
piece of land in precinct No. 3, AlaCholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
Trinidad and other places In the ter- of Education.
WctUrn ljca(ruc.
meda; $40.
"I purchased a bottle of Chamberhere
x.
Won. Lost. Pet. ritory and southwest will be
WM. A. KELEHER.
to
Abram
M.
Gonzales
Salvador
.600 tomorrow, to witness the game.
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
24
36
Des Moines
Clerk
In
precinct
piece
of
land
a
Sanchez
Remedy,
and found it to be all
.574
29
39
Omaha
2U.
.515
32
claimed for it in the adertisements.
34
Lincoln
DRY worn oon's have No. 3, Alamadea;
To Chicken
Our
ROCtili
Sanchez
to
Abram
Jose
Juan Padia
of the family have used it with
.508
29
30
Denver
Mausard's Mills ara sV 'ng gtod to be washed over. Imperial Laun a piece of land In precinct No. 3, Three
good results in summer complaint."
.422
37
27
loux City
dry
Co.
1 1.50 per 100 lbs.
$30.
Alameda;
at
wheat
.383
40
Hiwe, publisher of the
25
E.
H.
Pueblo
F. H. Kent and wife to Maxima T. Highland, Wis. For sale by all drug24
block
17
to
Inclusive,
lots
SaJazar
YESTERDAYS GAM ES.
gists.
S, original Townslte; $2,000.
MONEY
OF
to Luz
11.
Perea
Antonio
June
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Ijcaguo.
National
Lucero de I'erea su Espoza a piece
R. H. E.
That on and after the 1st day de-of
At Philadelphia:
$1.
13.
No.
In
precinct
land
of
8
0
2
August, 1907, stonemasons will
Koston
James J. Dale to Silas R. Dale lot mand
1
5 0
$5.00 for eight hours work.
Philadelphia
14, block 7, Crossan and Kennedy ad
JOHN LA ROSA. President.
Mo
Hrown,
batteries Dorner and
$1.
dition;
MARK THOMAS, Financial Secy.
ra n and Uooin.
to
Shufllebarger
12. J. H.
June
fR. H. At Pittsburg:
Mary E. Shufflebarger lot 9, block
1
8
4
Kennedy's
Laxative Cough
Pittsburg
Use
23. N. M. T. Co. addition; $1.
4
8
3
Contains no opiates.
it
St. Louis
M. Ford and wife to Bvrui).
14.
June
by
CamnlU and Gibson;
Hatterles
M. Sandoval lots 7. 8. 9 and 10 drives the cold out of the system
Jesus
gently moving the bowels. Contains
I ..,-- ,,
Itebee and Noonan.
,i.l,litloti: it .9u.
i.i... u
It. H. K.
At Urooklyn:
Hester' E. Rutherford to Nelson R. Honey and Tar and tastes nearly a1
7
2
New York
;
High-good as maple syrup. Ohildren likd
Hunlng
36,
Swan lot 1. block
0
8 12
Urooklyn
by J. H. O Rielly & Co.
$1.
addition;
land
Lynch
Ames,
and
Hutterles
Scanlon and Hcrgen.
R. H. EAt Chicago:
THEN i r
0
5 10
Chicago
7
2
3
Cincinnati
rLundgren, Overall and
"
Hatterlt'S
I
Kling; Coukley, Mason. McLean and
Sihlci.
Aiiii'rti-alA'auuc.
11
H. E.
At lioston:
1
6 11
WahliiKton
2
7
2
lUisluu
patten,
Hughes
aiul
Hatterlcs
Warner; Tannehlll, l'ruitt and Shaw.
R. H
At New York:

You Have OWLY Until July
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Opportunity Knocks But Once at Your Door

one-quart- er

one-quart- er

one-quart-

one-quart- er

one-quart- er

MONTH

one-quaip-

--

HELP WANTED.
HKLP WANTEU If that
crying need, a want ad

PERSONAL, PROPERTY

your
The
Evening Citizen's want column will
mure you of plenty of employe
Is
In

It
It Made Millions of Dollars For Him. Schwab Took 3
Advantage of His Opportunities.

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN

On
Pianos, Organ
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels,
shirt
WANTED
AND WARS
waist Ironer. Apply at the lmper-la- l also on SALARIES
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low aa Sit
Laundry.
the and as high as $200. Loans ar
WANTED A first flans cook for ob-quickly made and strictly
privets
Santa Fe restaurant. Price no
right.
Is
if the cook
Time: One month to one year given
WANTED.
At once, a first class

A plain sewer,

s

Children
208 South
Arno. Phone 1320.
WANTED A competent young man
for a general merchandise store.
Must speak Spanish, Address F.,
Citizen office
WANTED First class cook at Allen
$50
hotel. Must furnish reference.
per month. J. M. Allen. Magda-len- a.

WANTED

clothes a specialty, at

N. M.

WANTED To borrow 1600 on im-80
about
proved, ranch property,
Mrs.
house.
acres. Oood
avenue.
Coal
110
East
Norris.
WANTED People who want something, to advertise In The Citizen's
want column. A few lines cost but
a few cents but bring returns an

l?undredfold.

WANTED Agent who has had some
experience in measuring, to handle
clothes,
ovr line of
400 samples neatly set up. Address
Ttchner & Jacobl, Rochester, N. Y.
WANTED Ladies who wish stylish
dressmaking. Also apprentice. Call
on Miss C. P. Crane, 512 North
Hecond street. Millinery at half
price.
V ANTED
Organizers, either sex, on
exsalary of $100 a month and
associapenses for an
tion, paying weekly sick and accifree
dent benefits and furnishing
medical attendants to nil its membe
will
bers. .Liberal contract
made with producers of business.
American Sick and Accident Association, Buffalo, N. Y.
MEN WANTED.
MEN WANTED Somewhere every
day. If you are looking for a Job's
put a want ad in The Evening
want column and J will do
the rest.
FOR KENT.
modern tent
FoTT
KENT New
house, furnished. 1022 South wai
made-to-tSJd-

er

Oood
remain In your possession
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from a'
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bid.
JOS H West Railroad Ave.
PRrVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

ter

tret,

FOR RENT Pleasant, well furnished front rooms, near business cenCornel
ter: rates reasonable.
Blxth and Railroad. A pplyatrear.
flats
FOR A RENT Furnished cottage phenfl
- -n.
. v. . .
fn. hniiaalrnAntnor
BIIU wnnma
iuviiii? aw,
$10
for the summer. By the month
Mrs. E.
and $15. or by the week.avenue.
Coal
110
East
K. Norris.
cottage
FOR : KENT Several smallhousekeepfor
furnished
nicely
all
ing. J. B. Block, Jemes
Iot
Springs, N. M.
FOK RENT Three room apartment,
newly furnished, first class condition, electric lights, bath, gas and
coal ranges, Lloyd Hunaaker, 205
west Gold avenue.
EM PLOYMENT.
EMPLOYMENT If you need wr-ThCitizen's want column will furnish you a quick and ready means
It at a minimum exsecuring
of
Put a want ad In Thependiture.
today and be at work tomor' Citizen
row,
..
FOB SAIjE
bed
Foil" SALE A canopy top brass
nearly new. cost $110 for $60, with
Apply 120 South
box springs.
.
Fourth street.
FOR SALE Ten native mules. AlexSandoval
Sandoval,
Sandoval,
ander
cou n ty.
Finn vounar Jersey bull.
win mi pmornings,
at 611 North
Inaulre
First street. Geo. A. Blake.
FOR SALE First class driving horse
ntrfpctlv safe for lady. Good rub
ber tlrod buggy and good harness.
innuire at 613 East Garfield ave
nue.
Half Interest in estab'
iron hale
llshed ooultry business. Bred-to- Tj.it TVoilfrv Yards. J. T. Harger,
nron.. 12th street and Mountain
road.

Skldoo-Treadwe-

Five Cents a Share

Skldoo-Treadw-

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWYERS.

Ira ML Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, $1 F.8U
N. W.. Washington, D. C.
Pensions
copyrights,
caveats
land patents,
letter patents, trade marks, claims
II. V. D. Bryan.
ATTORNB T AT LAW. Albuquerque, N. M. Office,
First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
O files
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. it

lf

Thrnuitii the want column
Just what
of The Evening Citizen,
An
rmi have been looking lor.
advertising source sure to bring re
turns for small expenditure. Try i
want ad and be convlnceu.
LOST.
IJ1KT
Hunch of keys near corner o
rvntml tvfnue and Fourth street.
Finder please return to Citizen of
flee. Reward.
TJoST Anything you lose except y our
p.niit.ilnn In sure to be found b:y
want ad in The Citizen's want col
umn.
DeWltt's Little Early Risers. Small,
sure, safe ullls. Sold by J.
O Rlelly & Co.
u
Bring us your Job worn. Prices
ho vrv lowest and the work will
stand Inspection anywhere. Business
and calling cards a specialty.
Whon there Is the slightest lndlc
flat
linn of indigestion, heart burn, trou
form of stomach
occasionally
Kodol
ble take a little
relief. Sold
and you will get prompt
by J. H. O' Rlelly & Co.
fXX300COOOOOOOOOCODCXXXXXX)0

REAL

ESTATE

BARGAINS

I OR SALE.
One of the best busl- in
nens properties
will
Albuquerque,
per cent on
pay
$16,000.00
Investment
liuslneK corner, good
6.000.00
location
Another good corner
2.200.00
two lots

hly
35 acres
of
improved land, west
of saw mills, I20J an acre.
alfalfii,
20 acres in
mile north of town,
ditch runs
main
4.500.00
through laud
acres
of tine land
200
all under cultivation
uiiTitilv never
10,000.00
fails
hli.

A. Montoya
215 W st Gold ve.
OCCOCOOCXXXXXXXX)CX)OOCXXXX)

Skidoo-Treadwe-

i!

Tela-phon-

6-- 8,

e

fiwviiNrn

Skldoo-Treadwe-

Skldoo-Treadwe-

DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and S, Barnett building
over O'RIelly's drug store. Phont
No. 744. Appointments made by mali
DR. C. A. ELLER,
Dentist.
N. T. Arm! Jo Building.
Phone 869.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
No. $08 Railroad avenue.
Offle
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:20 p. m.; 1:11
p. m. to $ p. m. Both phones. Appointments made by mall.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Occidental Life Building.
888. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. R. L. UUSI.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bid.
Tuberculosis treated with Hlgb
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trainee
nurse In attendance. Both phones.
DRS. BROXSON & IIRONSON,
II Jtn eo paths.
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
Office and residence, 628.
DR. S. L. BURTON,
Physician and Surgeon.
Albuquerque.
N.
M.
Highland
office, 610 South Walter street.
New
'phone 1030.

km n.

Skldoo-Treadwe-

1

UentistIT

te

Clti-sen-

Group of Mining Claims

WILLIAM H. GREER COMPANY

THE

FISCAL

SUITE

and 4
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CRAIGE
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lf

C.LKeppeler

lf

a;

Albuquerque

one-nint-

BASE BALL

h;

one-quart- er

UNDERTAKER
BORDERS
ARCHITECTS
7
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
Bar
nett building, Albuquerque, N. U
Both phones.
NOTARY FTJMLIO.
46-4-

Thos. K. D. Maddlnon.
Childers,
West Gold avenue.
Office with W. B.

flal-gan-

111

o,

lf

lf

Long Live tho King
the popular cry throughout Euro
pean countries,
in America,
the cry of the present day Is "Long
live Dr. King's New Discovery, King
of Throat and Lung Remedies!" of
which Mrs. Julia Ryder Palno,
Turro, Mass., says: "It never falls
relief and to
to give immediate
quickly cure a cough or cold. "Mrs.
opinion
by a ma
s
is
shared
Paine
jority of the inhabitants of this coun
try. New Discovery cures weak lungs
and sore throats after all oiner
remedle have failed; and for coughs
and colds It's the only sure cure.
Guaranteed by all druggists. EOc and
$1.00 bottle free.

KILL the COUGH

ano

CURE the LUNC8

Dr. King's

WITH

Nov Discovory
r ONSUMPTION

forC

Price

60c $1.00
Fret Trial.
Hurnat und (Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TSOUB- LK3, or MONEY BACK.
0UGHS

an!

Rrown-Oeronlm-

.

rters.

lnt.

EARNING FOURTH

JULY

-.

I

Dr. Williams' Indian Plu

nntuii'nt .nil cure liiinr
'ijleruiiitr sua l.chii
PlWa. ltiibunrbkihetuiuor
uliiYii the iicbiiii; at oik i'.
a tkiuuire. uvt'S lnMani
l.rf. lr. Wiliiuins'lniliiinPileOU
J. tor i'lle suiUu'
mi nt
; r f Iho
0o
private parts, iive.-v. urrniH'l.
Itv druL'irivts. tv uiuil on r
' f
WilLKK'
if! tit pri.-f- M
lnelaiiU. out
i.'WJIACTURING CL.
ON
FOR BALE BY 8. TANN
ki

TM MIL
In--

l'r"l. l.l.
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EXCURSIONS

Mexico City and return $40.2.1, June
H to 15 incliiHlve. I. Unit August
31. 1007.
Norfolk, Va., and return, 15 day limit.
$58.75; sixty day, 172.90: season
limit. Dec. 15th. 187.45.
Denver and return, $23.70; Colorado
Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo
and return, $18.95. Tickets on sale
June 1st to Sept. SO. 1907. Return
limit Oct. SI. 1907.
T. E. PURD7. Agent,
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WIFE OF BANDIT
NUMBERS HIS
CRIMES
Mrs.

ALBUQUERQUE

1W7.

Beatrice Garza Tells
Story of Four Brutal
Murders.

we set about trying to make a raft
by tying brushwood together with the

cloth.
But when we had reached
on the raft It fell to
midstream
pieces and we not only had to swim
to shore, but lost our clothes, which
For
we had tied up into bundles.
four days we had to travel without
clothes and were burned to blisters
Finally, my
by the scorching sun.
husband stole some shirts and pantaloons from a ranch house, and I
went on attired as a man for over
four weeks. luring seven days of
that time we had nothing but one
coyote to eat.
"After a while my husband insisted
there, and we
that we must flee from,
went into a lonely canyon, where he
remarked to my brother one day that
he knew too much and must die. We
were unarmed and he succeeded in
tying both my brother and myself to
trees, where he kept us captives for
fifteen days. 1 was loosened at night,
but my brother waa simply allowed
to lower himself to a sitting posture.
He was given nothing to eat.
Killed Her Brother.
" 'Kill me,' he pleaded with
tut let sister live.'
"But his pleadings were of no
avail. On the fifteenth day he was
released and my husband, who had
succeeded In procuring some laudanum, put It in his food so that he
died within three hours after he had
eaten.
"Finally we reached what Is known
as the Uominguez ranch. This was
were
Arrangements
in November.
made there whereby we were to have
a small ranch to work, twenty-liv- e
miles from any human being.
"It was while we were living at
that place that my husband announc
ed to me one day, '1 am going to
He began digging a grave
kill you.
In which he intended to bury me

Paso. Tex., July 3. Mrs. Beatrice (Jarza. wife of the Mexican
bandit, Kuymonclo Garzn, whose record of crime is Raid to Include fojr
brutal murders, Is on her way to fcJ
l'aso to lind a home with an aunt
who lives In this city. Mrs. Garza,
with a baby Jive days old stopped In
Los Angeles one day last week In a
destitute condition and asked for assistance to bring her to El Paso.
The woman told a thrilling story
of her flight with her outlaw husexperband, detailing sensational
iences, atrocious crimes, the poisoning of her brother and other harrowing events.
She says the recent report that her
husband was shot near the Mexican
border by deputy sheriffs Is fictitious.
She declares that no one was shot
there, .but that Garza perished .later alive.
"I started to pray and hardly had
on the Mexican desert, and that she I begun
when the officers arrived and
received a letter apprising her of the began shooting.
I was struck by
iact.
ihrm hn lifts and mv husband by one.
Ills first Murder.
He fled. I was left there bleeding. I
Mrs. Garza's story follows:
pleaded to be taken to the American
"We left .Santa Monica last August. side, but the otticers said that they
My husband had treated me so cruel- dared not take me there, and desertly that I determined to leave him, ed me.
but on the advice of my brother, Mr.
"Finally I made my way back to
Long, we all three set out for Mex- the Iftiminfrues ranch and was preico.
At Mecca my husband stole paring to leave for the United States
three horses and that was when the when my husband arrived and stabtrouble began.
bed me in the breast. I escaped from
"We fled to a lonely canyon, where him at last by persuading a miner to
we almost died of thirst and hunger. put him to work in a mine and then
We managed to kill a coyote and eat while he was in the shaft I told my
it. Ono morning we heard hoofbeats story and they helped me out. I rode
and my husband announced that two days on a tnule to Calexlco,
there was someone coming and that where I gave myself up, was taken
he intended to kill him. My brother to Riverside and liberated."
and I pleaded with him not to comTalking of her husband, Mrs. Garmit murder, but when the stranger za said:
appeared he was shot through the
He
"My husband wai a demon.
heart and the head. 1 fainted; when never drank or played cards, but he
I came to my husband was searching had sworn to kill as many people as
the dead man's pockets. He took his
In his lifetime."
money, watch and gun and finally ate he could
his lunch.
Deafnss Cannot Be Cured
"We made our way from there to by local applications, ss they cannot
portion of the ear.
Salton sea, and then to Yuma. Here reach the diseased way
to cure deafness,
we all were swam across by catching There Is only one
by constitutional remedies.
that Isis caused
driftwood, and we finally came to an and
by
an
inflamed condiDeafness
Indian camp. I was sick by this time
of the mucous lining of the Eusand the Indians took care of me for tio!
Tube. When this tube Is Inflamtachian
some time. But we learned that the ed you have a rumbling sound or Imperoftlcers were on our trail and started fect hearing, and when It Is entirely
out agajin on foot. My brother anl closed. Deafness is the result, and uncan be taken out
I were both seeking an opportunity less the Inflammation to
and this tube restored
Its normal conto escape from my husband, but he dition,
destroyed
forever;
hearing
be
will
watched us closely.
nine cases out ot ten are caused by
Nearly Drowned.
which la nothing but an InflamCatarrh,
"We came to the Colorado river ed condition of the mucous surfaces.
again and attempted to swim across We will give One Hundred Dollars for
it for the second time, but succeed- any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh)
Hall Catarrh
ed only In reaching an Island in the that cannot be cured by Tree.
Bena for circulars
middle. There we lived for five days Cure. F.
Props.,
&
CHENEY
CO..
J.
with absolutely nothing to eat but
Toledo, Ohio.
some mesqulte berries and two rat
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
tleanakes, which we killed.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constlpa
"I tore my dress into shreds and tion.
U
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money market In New York is
anything but a healthy condition.

(old

MovcnH'iit.

Our bank note circulation

in

Is re

cause of the absence of an elastic
currency system; and there is no cure
In sight, except
that which comes
from lessened activity and
Ing.
Time is absolutely necessary
for the acquisition of a fresh supply
of capital. Time will also be requir
ed for the distribution of congested
security issues which now press up
on the market,
lr let alone, the
money market will eventually rectify
Itself; but It is very evident that
strong restraint and careful piloting
will be necessary for some time to
to avoid the pitfalls which be
No Improvement Expected come
set the situation everywhere.
Our
harvest Is approaching
and before
Until After the
long the seasonal demands will as
sert themselves. Whether the money
Holidays.
market will pass through that period
without embarrassment or some sort
or not is beyond calculation at this
New York, July 3. A better tone time. gold export movement appears
has developed in the stock market to The
have nearly culminated. Approxi
This was partly due to Improvement mately 125,000,000 ot gold have thus
In the crop situation, partly to the far gone to Europe, chlelly to Paris.
apparent thoroughness of recent liq- Hold seems to have been required
uidation, partly to the .beneficial effect there for the purpose of strengthenof Governor Hughes' recent address ing the reserve of the Hunk of
on two-cefare legislation, and
which has been lower than
partly to a growing better under France
the disturbed
usual. Considering
standing between the railroads and state
of political affairs In Russia and
the public. The only serious obstacle France, as well a. the financial strain
to further improvement has been the in Herlin, It would seem prudent for
unsatisfactory condition of the money that Institution to make Its reserves
market.
This is still the dominant relatively as strong os those ot the
element In the financial situation.
other great European banks.
Monetary stringency is world-wid(iohl to hpurc.
It is not confined to New York, but
No concern was felt at this loss of
prevails in all the worlds principal gold In this market, for
the reason
financial centers. It Is primarily due that the stock of the precious metal
to the exhaustion of the supplies of In the United states Is very large.
capital through wars, earthquakes, At the beginning of June our net
conflagrations, and especially to ex gold imports for the year amounted
traordinary industrial activity and de to over 180,000,000, and during the
velopment in all parts of the world. past three years we have
added over
The high rates of interest which have 1 100,000,000 to our supply of gold
followed in consequence of the scar- from foreign sources. As we are at
city of capital are imposing a check the name time a large producer of
upon all sorts of business artlvlties, gold, it is quite evident that we could
and have already forced a very ma have spared even a much larger sum
terial decline in security values. if necessary, particularly as It went
There is considerable assurance, how- where It was most needed and reever. In the fact that the causes of lieved a strain, the benefit of which
reaction in securities have been gen- will be reflected in this market.
eral and not strictly local, although
money
Outside of
there
our own financial depression which Is reason forthe Increasedmarket
began six months ago was no doubt Security values are often confidence.
very low
much aggravated by local Influences. when the earning capacities of rail
Condition Unsatisfactory.
roads are considered. If present
Apart from the temporary disturb rates of dividends are maintained,
ance Incidental to July disbursements, many of our leading railroad shares
prime investthe American money markets are cer. would be considered
tainly In an unsatisfactory condition ments at current prices, were It not
recent
of con
for
disturbance
the
are uncomfortably
Bank reserves
low for this period of the year; and fidence and the relatively high rates
or
interest offered by many good
loans are much expanded, particunotes. Confi
larly in the west, as shown by the bonds and short-terdence,
however, is being gradually re
last call upon the national banks.
and should Interest rates for
In spite of these conditions, the de storedmoney
decline, there would un
mands for new capital are extremely time
questionably
be a substantial recovinsistent and only the best class of ery In
railroad
securities.
as
applicants
secure
recognition,
Railroad learnings.
shown by the continued offerings of
short-ternotes and relatively low areRailroad earnings, gross and net
more satisfactory than for sevinterest-bearin- g
municipal securities,
past. In April 91 roads
Call money has been comparatively eral months
easy, but firm rates prevail for time reported gross of 1143,000.000. a gain
money end such are likely to con of (27,000,000 over the same month
last year. The encouraging feature
tlnue for some months to come. Next or
the April comparisons was the in
week the July disbursements aggre- crease
gating over $180,000,000 will be In several in net earnings, the first in
months. The same roads In
order. These will have slight effect
upon the money market, because the the first four months of the calendar
year
reported
an increase of $58,600,-00- 0
bulk of this sum is already loaned
in gross earnings and only $6,- upon call.
The treasury is gradually with vuu.uuu in net earnings; nearly 152
drawing the S30.000.000 now on de 000,000 of the Increase having been
posit with the banks, but this sum aDsorbed in increased expenses.
The best basis, however, for re
will be promptly returned through
.bond redemptions and July Interest vlval of confidence at present lies in
We have now
payments. All things considered, the the crop situation.
had more than two weeks of almost
Ideal growing weather. There has
been no lack of moisture in most ot
the crop growing sections; and, owing to plenty of sunshine and higher
temperatures, great improvement has
ronowed in the condition of wheat,
cotton, corn, and all other cereal,
vegetable and fruit crops. Fortunately, there la a good demand for all
the products of the farm at profitable prices.
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West Union, Ohio.

Sour
Stomach

Ti

20People20
OPENING
NIGHT
Thursday, July 4th

MIKADO

Beautiful Costumes, Pretty Japanese Maidens, Funny Comedians,

SUNDAY, JULY 7th

V.,

ety
Mr. & S. Ban, of Rtvmswood, W,
" I was troubled with sour atomsch for twanty years,
Kodol cured ma and we are dow uatof at la BIB

WIAK KIDNffYS

FOR BACKACHI

THY

(ad tak
PaWirrt KIDNEY and BLADDER IMLLt-- Snt
Prepared b C. O. DeWITT & OO., Chleaf
iiy J. t.
CO.

b

art

COMIC OPERA COMPANY

No appetite, lost ol strength, nenrcms
ness, headache, constipation, bad breath,
general debility, tour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
Kodol relieve Indigestion. This newdiscov
ery represent! the natural Juices of diges
tlon as they exist tn
healthy stomach,
combined vith the greatest known tonlo
and reconstructive properties. Kodol for
dyspepsia does not only relieve Indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
helps all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purttying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
(or babr."

n

THE MASCOT

H

PRICES

25 CENTS AND 35 CENTS

Iccxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxjcxx XXCXXXXXXXXXXXXXJCXXJOOUUU(,XXX
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1IAIR DRESSER AST CHIROPO- DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors oppo
site the Alvarado and next door to
Kturges' cafe, Is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and in
growing nails.
She gives massage
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
Bambini's own preparation of com
plexion cream builds up the skin and
improves the complexion,
and ia
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair fall
ing out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines.
For any blemish of the
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.

MOTT'S

PENNYROYAL

1

f

i

PILLS

FOB

no7 operateof the Pecos Ranch (formerly the Sparks ranch)
nt....W.
the headwaters
the Pecos river, where ve can accommodate

fifteen guests.
We can accommodate twenty-Ar- e
(rue-4at The Valley Ranch,
will send our wagons to meet any train at Glorlets, If notified by let-tor telegraph. Are prepared to carry comfortably parties of any
nnniher to any and all points on the river. Write for rates.
Aildrem letters to Peeo. N. M.. Telegrams addressed to us at
Gloiieta will be telephoned to as without delay,
s

er

THE VALLEY RANCH
X3OtX500000000K?0(
A. O. B FLICK

.
ftfH' OiniMlnna),lltlTt'TleUl
iiiu Dniiun "imim or rnlrua
tlon." Titer kie I. life . ren
to airlift waiiiantKhMi. AlUlntf d
Trlnimeni of ot linn nnd lol. Ni
rrtrtfVy for WMiitii ttjiaU
Vnowi
the-m-.

h
tannot do hmn-l- lf
nitir-tr hoi
Sold T
4J1B BY
ANN
SOB

mm
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THE TROUT SEASON IS NOW OPEN

(Hmv

The Hollenbeck Hotel
Los Angeles,
California

.

Si Mr rnnll.

E and JOHN 8. MITCHELL Invite their friends to make
New Mexico headquarters at

Tour friendship and patronage Is spprectated. Courtesy and
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cats
better than aver. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

m

Albuquerque

THOS. OWEN.

never fully nourished, and when middle life is reached or passed and the vigor and strength
of the system begins to weaken and wane, the tissues in some weak point
break down and
a chronic sore or ulcer is formed, and kept open by the constant drainage of impure
matter
from the blood. How aggravating and stubborn an old sore can be is best known by those
who have nursed and treated one for years, applying salves, washes, powders, etc., with no
good results. The place remains and continues to grow worse by eating deeper into the
surrounding flesh, festering, discharging, sometimes throbbing with pain, and gradually
undermining the constitution by its unhealthy action on the system.
It is a great mistake to expect to cure these places with external applications. True
this treatment assists in keeping the parts clean, and are beneficial in this way, but do not
reach the real trouble which is in the blood. The practice of cutting out the diseased parts
and even scraping the bone beueath, is often resorted to, but these severe measures seldom
.
A
uu
any permanent goou.1 ATM
i ne sore may be removed, and for a time heal over, but the same
poison that produced it the first time is still in the
blood, because Tho Blood Cannot Do Cut Away,
and Tho Soro Will Return.
The only treatment that can do any real
good is a competent blood purifier one that goes
to the very bottom of the trouble and removes the
PURELY VEGETABLE
cause, and for this purpose nothing bas ever been
fr.lit-i,
C O
T.
rii1 Cj. kj.
.
.
. .
yj.
ues
uuwn J..i
11
'uu"v trv vuai
lino .1ine
circulation, drives out all poison and morbid matter,
reduces the inflammation, and by
sendmg pure, rich blood to the diseased parts, instead of feeding them wkh impurities
abows the sore to heal naturally and permanently. Not only does S. S. S. purify the blood
of all poisons and germs, but builds it up from its weakened and impoverished state, making
it strong and healthy and able to supply every part of the body with sufficient and proper
nourishment to keep it m perfect health. If you have a sore that is slow in healing, do iiot
depend upon external applications alone, nor experiment with unknown medicines, but begin
the use of S. b. S., ud by removing every vestige of the cause, cure the trouble permanently. .Special book on Sores and Ulcers and anv medical advice desired sent free to all
who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY. ATLANTA. OA.
a.
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Wonderful llapix-iilng- .
Port liryon, ,N. Y., has witnessed
.... ... j ,.1 l.t
.
Mi
i
. . t,u
iif
i iiiui na uic lUM'S IIIa
healing ever recorded.
Airnw V U'ln
of that place says: "Bucklen's Ar
nica .alve cured a sore on my leg
nn wnun l naa suffered over SO
years.
eighty-five.- "
I am
now
Juaranteed to cure all ores, by, all
ueuiers,
A

r.

MALL,

Machine Works

Proprietor

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaft
Ings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa
. Fronts for Buildings.
mmpmlrm on Mining mnd mill Maohlnory m Bpoolmtt
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
;-

wajg-aBttj

000OSXD00K30
You Don't Count

the Cost

021

North First Street.

when eating
our pies, cakes and
pastry, for It's small In comparison
with the satisfaction you gain. The
day you start using the products of
our bakery will be a red letter one
on your calendar.
Mark It up this

PIONKK

BAKKBY

907 Routh

First Street.

EXCURSION

Phone No.

SS

ia sin o pj

day.

l'urinors Prooroiis.
Our fanners are still enlovlnir nrtJ
usuui prosperity, are out of debt, and
spending

freely. While this will be
helpful to security markets, It is of
vasuy more importance to the iron
eral business Interests of the country
men cioseiy depend upon the pros- oi tne agricultural classes,
With average weather until tho mlrt.
die of September, there ought to be
plenty of corn, cotton and wheat for
home consumption and an abundance
ror export at good Drices. Hm nnri
there are signs of lessened activity
in uusiness anu tne reeling of caution is very prevalent owing to the
high level on which all business la
Deing done, but as yet there are no
signs of general reaction.
fThe outlook Is for a aulet market
until after the InuYnendenctt hnltiluva.
There are many prominent absentees,
and this contributes
to Inactivity.
Should we continue free of unfavorable developments, confidence ought
in ru.uuany recover.
.ov. Hughes' Attitude.
As said above, there is much loss
apprehension on the part of corporation managers than formerly, owing
to the resistance im'alnst public clamor by Governor Hughes and his de
termination that the corporation shall
receive Justice equally with the Individual. The imnur tance Of thfl irnv.
ernor's attitude in this respect should
not oe underestimated, as many state
are sure to follow New York as
an
example.
There are also welcome
evidences that the people and railroad managers arc coming to a better understanding with each nlhpr
This was evidenced by President Mel- len ot tne New Haven line. In his
arrangement 'With the state of Massachusetts regarding consolidation with
ine isoton & Maine ronrl: nlu,-- . hu
Chairman Yoakum of the Itock Is
land in his published opinion of the
attitude of the railroads towards the
people. The future depends largely
upon the course of money and the
crops;
favorable
developments in
these quarters being llkelv tn ,. fal
by
lowed
rwhpIii
better prices
and vice versa.
HEN'RY CLEWS.
TlkO C'luirilllllir Woman
Is not necessarily one of perfect form
and features. Many a plain woman
who could never serve as an artist's
model possesses those rare qualities
that all the world admires: neatness,
clear eyes, clean smooth skin and
that sprlghtllness of step and action
that accompany good health. A physically weak woman is never attract
ive, not even to herself.
Kluctric
Hitters restore weak women,
strong nerves, bright eyes, smooth,
velvety fckln. beautiful complexion,
(juaranteed at a.11 druggists, 60c.
Card --sfcrna ' "rtn,,m
ri v .1.
"
Board." etc.. for sale at the oftke of
The Evening Citizen.

Foundry and
.

m

An old sore or ulcer is only a symptom, an outlet for the impurities and poisons
which are circulating in the blood, and as long as this vital fluid remains in this impure
and contaminated state the place will never heal. It may scab over and appear to be
getting well, but a fresh outpouring of diseased matter from the blood starts it again, and
thus it goes on, sometimes for years, continually growing worse, and slowly sapping
away the strength and vitality of the sufferer.
There are many ways by which the blood may become contaminated and poisoned.
A long spell of fever, or other sickness, breeds disease germs in the system, the failure of
nature's ehmmative members to remove the waste and refuse matter of the body, the excessive use of minerals in certain diseases, all infect the blood with morbid matter and germs,
which sooner or later manifest their presence by a sore or ulcer which refuses to heal
.
DdlVCS,
Ui
viuiuai y n
A BAD SORE ON HIS FACE.
washes, lotions. Dowders. etc A boil, blister,
pimple, burn or even a slight scratch, often
I was afflicted with a sore on my faoe of four years
standing. It was a small pimple at first but It graddevelops into a festering or discharging ually
grew larger and worse in every way
I
ulcer if the system is run down or the blood became alarmed about it and consulted several until
physicians, They all treated me but the sore oontinued to
depreciated from any cause.
grow worse. I saw S. S. S, advertised and commenced
Persons with an inherited blood taint Its use and after taking it awhile I was completely
My blood is now pure and healthy from the
are very apt to be afflicted with sores and oured.
effect of 8. S. 8., and there has not been any sign of the
ore
since S. S. S. cured it.
ulcers. Being bom with an unhealthy blood

the di(Trrpnr

CITIZEN.

dundant and refuses to contract be

FED AND
KEPT OPEN
BY IMPURITIES IN THE BLOOD

SUDolv.

EVENING

Soutl iwstcrn Brewery

A ioe Company.

O-

-T-

Colorado

HENRY'S

And Principal Eastern Points

Ftnch Dry and Sltam

On Sale Dally

Cleaning.
the moil Delicate

Juno 1st to Sept. 30th

Wt Guarantee not to
of Ladiet Garments.

Shrink

Fade

We Make a Specialty of Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing

GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHES

via

Coodt Called for and Delloeted.

1

CAS

OF IAV0V

Out of Town Oiden Clotn Prompt AttemOm

MRS. ROSE HENRY
tllVEl aviNUt
tEK'HON! 411

Albuquerque, eTew okXexko

MOIEl

J. D. Eakla, President
Vice Iiealdent.

Ctas. Ifellnl, SeereCvr
Treasurer.

Q. Oloml,

O. Bachecht,

Consolidated Liquor Company
ratea, long limit, tickets ac
cepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and we
will plan your trip back east. We
are all going. Why not youT
Low

BuecessoTS to
MELSNI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

WHOl

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wm

T.

E. PURDY, Agent
A. T. & S. F. RY.

If You Want A

QIOMI.

e

IN

kpmostwrythlng labartteek
tatfll
eompltt.
f

fMMlldlouM

tbm

Havs basn appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest far Jea. .
chllt. Wm. Lamp and 8t Louis A. B. C Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, V. H. McBraysr'a Cadar Brook, Louis Hunter, T. J. Men.
arch, and other standard Brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS,
Bnt sell the straight article as received by us from tne best A laertea.
Distilleries and Breweries In Ue United Stat a. CU aad lnioeet oar
Stock and Prices, or write tor Illustrated Catalog and Prise ads.
Issued to dealer only.

Plumber
Telephone No. 61
The Standard
Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marqaette

Albuquerqor, New Mexico

right.

00000000
The St. Elmo

Standard Plumbing & Heating Go

JOSEPH
J

BARNETT,

Ps op'7.

2 0 West Railroad Avenue

DBaaVOsOdOe0400

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
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pact rorw

The ALBUQUERQUE

WEES

MADE

IN THE TAX

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

LISTS

By The Citizen Publishing Co.

Equalization Sus
WILLIAM F. BROqAN Board of
tains Assessor In
MANAGING EDITOR

PRESIDENT

Many Cases.
FIVELr KQriPPKD JOB DEPARTMENT.
BEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE SOUTHWEST.
LEADING REPUBLICAN TAPER IN NEW MEXICO.
noOSTINQ ALBUQUERQUE AND THE SOUTHWEST.
REPUBLICAN PRINCIPLES AND THE "SQUARE DEAL."
ASSOCIATED PRESS REPORT AND AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.

The New York Ice drivers

ft re

going on a trlke.

Of course!

"Hagerman was an honorable man; so are they all honorable men

but- -

The Carlsbad Argus of June 28th has a fine edition Illustrated with cuts
of the Carlsbad Irrigation project. It Is a credit to the Argus and to
Clayton, Union county. Is to have a new cemetery.
This does not In
On the
any way Indicate that the people of Clayton are all "dead ones."
contrary, Clayton Is the liveliest little town In New Mexico.
The flag of our country Is not simply a piece of bunting, which can be
purchased for a few dimes In the nearest chop; It Is not a mere cluster of
brilliant colors. It is the emblem of dignity, authority, power. Insult It
and millions will spring to its defense. In this free land there Is no sovereign, no crown; our sola emblem of fidelity to country Is the flag. General
Horace Porter.
The new prison superintendent, Marion Llttrell, should make a careful
examination into the manner of handling convicts by prison employes and
ahould discharge every man found guilty of wanton cruelty and Inhumane
treatment of the unfortunates within the prison walls. This, 'The Citizen,
He must do It if tha abuses at the prison are
believes Mr. LlttreH will do.
to be ended promptly.

.ih,..i

EVENING

m

At the meeting of the board of
equalization Monday and yesterday
he following were tne most import
ant complaints upon which action
was taken:
An increase In the assessment of
the Electric Light company, amounting to $12,300, was reduced by $7,300.
D. J. Metzgar. reduced tuu sneep,
samt being added to return of Tomas
Sanchez. Kaise on real estate or izuu
reduced $100.
Manuel A. de Lobato, raise or zuu
reduced.
Elolse Armljo, raise of $1,680 by
assessor sustained. Appeal taken to
the territorial board of equalization.
Aurelio Armljo. raise on real es
tate of $1,510 sustained.
W. H. Hahn company, representee:
at meeting by Attorney KranK li.
Moore; real estate raised by assessor
$3,250; personal property $1,650; re
duction of $500 made on merchandise, $300 on horses, $160 on fixtures,
$500 on land, $200 on vehicles. Notice given of appeal to territorial
board of equalization.
(!u on
L. G. Ilosenlleld, raisea
personal property; reduction made of
300 on biock ana exemption ui au
allowed.
J. Felipe Hubbell, represented oy
Attorney T. C. Montoya; raise on real
estate $710; reduced $355.
Barbara Hubbell, represented: Dy M.
C. Montoya; raise of $90 deducted.
C. May. $550 raise on real estate,
reduced $200.
Gas. Electric i.igni
Alhuauernue
and Power company, raise of $12,300
reduced $7,300.
B. Totl, raise on real estate or tivv.
reduced $4 00.
representea
Salvador Candelarm.
by Judge Romero; raise on real es
tate of 2i)0 aeuuetea.
Is dro Fandova . raised ?4S on real
estate and $1,750 on personal property; reduced 500 on sheep at $1.75
each.
Stein. Schloss ft Co., raise on per
sonal property of $2,750, reduced
$2,300.
Mrs. Anlonia ni. ae Marnw, repre
sented by T. C Montoya; raise or
$525 on sheep deducted.
Jose I'erea y lucero, raise on rcai
estate of $loO deducted.
(. F. A bright. I. C. Kaseman,
raise on real estate of $1,000, reduced

.

.

ABOUT TOWN
from Kettner.
Forest Ranger Fred Wlef. of the
Manzano reserve, Is In the city on
forest business today.
Don M. Thurber. of the purchasing
department of the American Lumber
company, Is In Detroit, Mich., on a
vacation.
Thomas Moran. bookkeeper for P.
F. MeCanna. has returned from a
month's vacation spent in New York
City and the east.
Ueneral SUDerlntendent of Motive
Power Lovell, of the Santa Fe sys
tem, arrived in the city this morning
on an Inspection tour.
Edward White, a brother In law of
Dr, Ready left this morning for the
Jemez river on an outing. He was
accompanied by a party of friends.
A. Matteucl. a well known resident
of old town, who has been confined
to nis toed for some time is con
valescing, and is expected to be out

1M7.

8,

Thing For a Picnic

The Hawkeye Refrigerator Basket
Compartment for Ice Keeps
Temperature Down to 58
Degrees for 14 Hours. Indispensable to Those Who
Have Used It. ;: :: :: ::

soon.
T. J. Denahy, formerly proof read
er of The Evening Citizen, accompa-

of Qulncy,
nied by his brother-in-la111., left yesterday for the mountains
for an outing.
The sash and door factory and the
box factory at the plant
of the
American Lumber company will close
down for the Fourth and the remain
der of the week.
Otto Oleson, of the American Lum
yesterday
ber company,
returned
from Domingo where he hus been
on business for the company.
He
will return to the lumber camp

Jt'LV

WEDNESDAY,

On ly

E. J. Ferguson Is In the city today

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

w

Albuquerque, New Mex.
Highland Livery

IDS CRUCES IS

(Marcedino Abeyta and
Robert
Perly, two Pueblo Indians arrested
last night for being drunk, were giv
en five days each this morning by
Acting Police Judge McClellan.
The lawns of the Alvarado and the
passenger depot have become a sort
of lounging place fur all stray dogs In
the city, especially when the lawns
are watered each morning and
8

....

-

CITIZEN.

Set

EVENING CITIZEN
W. S. STRICKLER

rnjiwTw

A

C. F. Allen

Saddle horses a specialty. Best
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
BAMBROOK BROS.
113 John Street
Phone 590.

UNI

GalvarM Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock
and Storage
Tanks, H o t
Air Furnaces,

SAM KEE

PLACE

25

Passenger train No. 2, due here at
o'clock this morning, arrived here

South

Steoad Stmt

Dealer tn

(

Mexican Drawn Work, Indian and Japanese Novelties including Japanese Hand
Painted China Tare J J J Jt J

about 4 o'clock this afternoon, eight
hours late, due to floods along the
California and western Arizona

Large Party .Represents City
at Carlsbad Irrigation
Three Chinamen and three Japs ar.
rived In the city this morning on No.
Celebration.
10.
Two of the Chinks are en route

which place the Japs are also headed.
Las Cruces, N. M.. July 3. The
H. H. Harris, supervisor for the following named gentlemen are atMount Taylor and Manzano national tending the Carlsbad irrigation celeThe big territorial fair is going to be held bigger and better than ever
forest reserves, has returned from a bration which meets at Carlsbad, N.
Twenty
and arrangements are now being made to secure the attractions.
two weeks' tour of the Manzano re- M., July 3, 4 and 5: Hon. H. li.
thousand dollars will be expended and New Mexico will be given the time of
serve. Mr. Harris made the trip on Holt. N. C. Frenzes, Wm. Palmer,
We have been boosting for the
her life in the metropolis of the southwest.
W.
E.
horseback and covered over 300 miles I,. Clapp, E. Van Patten,
fair, paying for the fair, working for the fair and talking for the fair.
It Is
Haker, Prof J. IX Tlnsley. Prof. J.
of rough country.
M.
now time to redouble former efforts and put every shoulder to the wheel.
Poe,
O.
,Jas.
J.
Prof.
Vernon
The number of Indians employed
D. F. Raker, J. F. Sattley,
This year's fair will excel every other.
at the Harvey r curio room is con- LummiH,
M. H. Thompson, J. L. Thompson,
siderably smalk-- than a week ago John
Xes- Dempwater,
Charlie and his wife, Roberta, have tor Armljo, Dr. C. J.E.Longworth,
AlTomorrow is the greatest day in the history of the United States.
Lukens, of Agone
on
reserva
homes
to
the
their
lbuquerque, also Joined the party at
buquerque is not going to celebrate as a city but every patriotic American $500.
tion, leaving Tom, of uanado, his this
Armljo, unrio
place.
Jesus
ought to display an American flag upon this occasion. It would hardly do
wife, and his brother, Capltun, here.
personal
estate,
$100;
on
real
at El Paso party was Joined by
raise
to say that later generations do not hold the dny as sacred to memory as did
a
liquor
local
Mathieu,
salesman
Al
$145: $245 raise deducted.
a number of business and profesTo them the day means as much but they are becoming property
their predecessors.
to sional
men, a special car and PullC. Garcia, Jose uarciu y nu- - returned last night from a trip
woefully lax 1n observing the pretty customs of half a century ago.
There vez,P. raise
or toiz.au ocuucieu, uj Madrid, Bernalillo, San Pedro and man was chartered which the party
regood
places
dny to throw board.
other
north of here. He
Is no handsomer flag than old glory and tomorrow Is a
used during thes entire trip.
Jndgci Mnv-the stars and stripes to the breeze.
Juan Alderte, raise on reaa estate ports that the minus at San Pedro
to lias Cmoc-s- .
$100; personal property $20u; ijuu and Madrid closed yesterday and will
Hon. Frank B. Parker, Judge of
remain closed until after the f ourth the third Judicial district has re
The Las Vegas Optic puts a great deal into the following few words: deducted.
Jose G. Chavez, $500 raise on real of July.
moved his home and onTlclul resi"Now that the 'skids have been greased' for the cowards and Incapable bull estate sustained.
Mark Thomus, a local stone mason. dence from Hillsboro to ..his place.
ies who have held forth at the penitentiary under the Hagerman regime, it
Andres Homero, raise on real e- - will take a gong of men to Gallup He has purchased a tract of thirty
might be well for Acting Governor Raynolds te give a little attention "to the latA r.f 14 Ml sustained. on
next week to start work on the new acres of land north of the city about
real estate McKinley county court house to be one mile, where he will finish the
Cleland. raise
It would Improve the service very ma nt A.12 W.
territorial board of Immigration.
BOO. reduced 11.100.
lit erection of a splendid residence. The
at that place. Wallace
terially if some of the fellows who are devoting their energies to tearing
ouu raise ue- - erected
J. ( Ha dr dire.
contractor, Judge's mother has recently removed
selden, ait Albuquerque
down rather than building up were removed and men truly interested In the
has the contract for erecting the new from Michigan to make her ruture
development of New Mexico appointed."
Frank A. Hubbell was raised .J- ,- building.
home with her son.
snn in nronertv and was allowed a
Building Activity.
41
aged
Johnson,
Henrietta
Mrs.
fir I3ttU.
Xeuma Reymond is remodeling his
The Western Federation of Miners by retaining Moyer and Haywood as rtiliwli(in
living
years,
owner
wealthy
a
ranch
s
company
Meyers
The Earnest
house on Main street. He
died at her home yester business
the heads of Its organization during the present time when both are under liinior
stock was allowed a reduction in Atrlsco,
adding another story, and will put
; stigma,
The deceased Is survived by a Is
acted wisely.
It fact, it was the only decent thing the organization but the raise on real estate of E. day.
In
new
a
Thos Brnndigan, the
gon, Thomas Johnson, of Kansas City, postmaster,front.
could have done under the circumstances. If they are acquitted of the grave Mi'vcrfi was sustained.
will occupy this building
is expected here tonight.
the as noon as finished
charges against them, they should receive higher honors if possible nt the
The estate of Francisco Arnnjo who
for the use of the
funeral will be; held tomorrow after
On the other hand, if they are found guilty was assessed at an 1,850 raise and the noon, with interment in the Atrisco postoffice.
hands of their organization.
sustained.
Prof. Carreri is building four fine
of the crimes charged against them, the organization should promptly ellml raise
The water supply company assess cemetery.
residence houses on the Paseo de
nata them and do it In no gentle manner.
Either these men or persecuted ment
Lopez, the pitcher for the Santa I'ollegio. The buildings are tine
25,000 and Attorney
was
raised
as ew men of recent years have been persecuted or they are guilty as few A. It. McMillen has been employed Fe Central team, who Is well known
houses and will be rented to
men of today are guilty. They should be dealt with fairly and justice should to contest It. This property was of in Albuquerque Is laid up at Madrid families moving to Mesllla Park for
be dona them in Ihe fullest measure according as they are found guilty or fereii tn the cltv for 250,000. upon with a dislocated right arm. He wus residence during the college year.
which valuation the assessor made riding near San Pedro yesterday
Hiram Hadley has recently finishInnocent.
when his horse became frlghtene
ed a magnificent home on the Paseo
the raise.
and threw him heavily to the ground, de Collegio.
The building has nine
"
putting his pitching arm out of busi- large rooms including the spacious
It is laughable to see the late prison bully nsking the attorney general
1XK SALE.
hallway, and is furnished with every
to allow him to take his case Into court on quo warranto In order to get a In the Beautiful Mesllla Valley ness temporarily.
of all sizes to suit purchasers
Herman A. White, aged 24 years, modern convenience.
"fair hearing."
It is not yet ancient history that H. O. Bursum asked for Tracts
IjiiuI
&
Busy City.
Investment
to.
Phillips
a
waiter at the Sturges hotel, and
the same thing and that he received about as much consideration at the
Panlel J. McMillan, a former Judge
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Miss Purcie (iuss, uged 24 years,
hands of the Hagerman regime as though he did not exist.
Mr. Bursum
sister of Mrs. Llncolnlelter of this ci!y of the 5th Judicial district, will leave
had to wait until the legislature met and a bill was passed giving him the
were married this afternoon by Jus Ias Cruces for an extended visit to
right to go into court In order to get a hearing of any kind whatsoever. FIRE COMPANIES
tice of the Peace Jose E. Romero In Buffalo and over eastern points In a
Perhaps Trelford might do the same. It looks as though the late Hagerman
old town, ten minutes after Probate few days, Mrs. McMillan Is now ab
'regime was getting a dose of Its own medicine In this particular instance.
Clerk A. E. Walker had issued them sent on a visit east, and the Judge
will Join her for an extended tour
AT LUMBER MILL a license.
The only fault to find with the acting governor and the attorney soneral is
the eastern states.
of Los Angeles, of Dr.
A. N. Benham,
that they did not act fully up to Hagerman precedent and refuse Trelford
K. Dukens. superintendent of
president and general manager of the the Children
a hearing of any kind. He got more consideration than he deserved.
8 Home Society of NewThe three hose cart companies at Henham Indian Trading company, ar- Mexico, addressed
union meeting
the American Lumber company make rived this morning, en route home af of the citizens at a the
The Texico Trumpet is evidently not familiar with the fact that the practice runs once a week. Each ter an extended trip through the eat church' Sunday night. Dr. Methodist
paper It refers to is a genuine reform paper, an ally of the lute Hagerman company is composed of fifteen mem- He visited Mr. Clarke, of the local took a boy of 11 years of ageLukens
from
regime and secures it policy (if it has one) from the Albuquerque Morning bers and one company sleeps on the llenham Indian store. Mr. Henham the city for placement In a home in
every
night
company
will
days
awaitpremises
several
lumber
here
remain
vailey.
Journal. Therefore the following remarks from the Trumpet are almost to be on hand in case of Are. At ing the return of his son. J. W. Hen- the Pecos
Prof. W. O. Evans has been elected
aacrlllgious: "The Santa Fe Eagle of June 22, Insinuates there has been more present the companies are experi ham of Chicago, a prominent lumber
superintendent of the city schools for
murders by poison in Hillsboro than that of Manuel Madrid, in the closing menting with a flat-nonozzle which man, from the Jemez mountains.
the ensuing year. Mr. Evans will
paragraph of an article commenting on the commutation of the sentence Is giving excellent satisfaction.
T. C. Urown, traveling auditor for have eleven assistants in the school
passed upon Mrs. Madrid and Alma Lyons.
The captain of one of the
The Eagle says: 'A hanging In
Harvey system, who has been faculty.
the
In speaking of the proposed fireHillsboro would have had a more desired effect than a life sentence In put
acting as manager of the Alvarado
Mr. and Mrs. Gray Finley Dunlap,
man's tournament at the territorial until a successor to R. E. Pellow, who of Louisville, Kentucky, have Joined
ting a stop to the wholesale use of poison in the removing of undesirable fair.
"We have some swift run recently resigned. Is named, wnl Mr. Dunlap a father, Rev. tleo. W.
spouses, which has undoubtedly been practiced in the place with p high ners Bald:
in our fire companies and we leave tomorrow for St. Louis to take Dunlap, pastor of the Presbyterian
hand.' Now if the Eagle made a similar statement against the citizens of certainly
will enter in competition
of the Harvey eating house, church, and they will make their
Texico, it would certainly be called upon to show proof In a way that would with other hose cart companies at charge
while Fred Marger. the manager. Is future home in this city.
' bring guilty ones to justice, or stop slanderous language against a respectable
governing
the
the fair if the rules
on a
The Alvarado will
runs are satisfactory. If there Is go during vacation.
community."
the absence of Mr. Hrown, be
..r
Qlva ui your ROUGH ORV
Ing to be any chance for foul play in charge
Smithers, manager
E.
of
J.
we don't want to have anything to of the C'astennda hotel at Las Vegas. Mod day, and get It back Wednesds
Chief McMHHn and Lieutenant Kennedy deserve the highest praise for do with the affair. I think we can
Laundry Co.
Owing to unlooked for delays the Imperial
their prompt work In running down and arresting the counterfeiter caught a take the pick of our three companies grounds
assoFe
of
Park
the
Santa
company
which will
The work of tracing and capturing such i and make one
the Southern Hotel yesterday.
not be fina good chunce of winning tlrsi ciation at Santa Fe willopening
plant has often occupied secret service men for weeks and months.
It Is stand
baseished in time for the
money.
KKOM THK
to the credit of the Albuquerque police for?e that within a few days after the
ball game which was scheduled for
fake coins were in circulation, the man v. ho made them was a prisoner In
next Sunday between the local team
ROCKIES TO THE ATLANTIC
Mcintosh
possession while at work at his
and
tile Albuquerque
the county jail, caught with the goods in
Hrowns.
It was decided at a meet
Albuquerque's police force has been the subject of un
nefarious calling.
in connection with rail lines and
ing of the directors last night there- favorable comment on uccasions in the past but the work done by the offl
the
game
dedicatory
to
"postpone
fore
the
Fleet of Miuriil'icent, Modern, Steel
cera yesterday goes to show that our policemen are above the average in their j fj
In England 60,000,000 until the following Sunday.
V
The
(Steamships
courage
displayed by the chief and his lieutenant in their brief.
- barrels of beer were used
i lie
line.
grand stand which is now in course
of thu
work before the door to the counterfeiter's room was opened, is none the less CSMhSVl
last year and every of construction Is only about half
S
M
Had
creditable fro the fact that the man on the other side did not shoot.
one knows the English completed.
he done so It Is probable that the city would now be mourning the loss of
re temperate, home- An application was filed in the ills- Jnm
Gulvcfcton, Texas to New York.
two brave officers.
The Citizen will not henltate to criticise the police force
lovintr People.
trict Court yesterday by John W. WilSuperb trip across the glorious
son
upon
for a temporary license to prac
11 it neeus criticism
out
mis occasion lenciuuions arc in oruer.
;ulf und a coaftwi.se ocean jourtice law In the territory. Mr. Wilson
ney
to ihe Metropolis of the Kast.
came to Albuquerque from Del Norte,
fooling sea breezes, enveloped with
Colorado, and has located here with
A man of the people is a characterization which fits every Inch of the
purest ozone, every
sparkling.
I.' pun
examination by.
his family.
fine stature and umple girth of William H. Tuft, secretary of war, and repubevery function
sense
is refreshed
A.
Attorney
of.
ami
recommendation
lican candidate apparent for president In. lHUK. says the Kansas City Star.
renewed while you travel wllh all
A. Abbott
McMillen,
Judge
Ira
it.
of the known comforts and lux
He Is that in his personality, which Is broad und democratic; he is that in his
of tile request and Attorney
ury of the present day ocean voy
public record, which has been Invariably on the side of popular supremacy
Wilson was granted a license to pracaging.
and civic equity; he is that In his Ideas of government, which Incline, definitetice lure till the meeting of the su.
SuilliiKM fmin i A 1. VKSTll
preme court next January when lie
ly und positively, to Justice for all, und even benefits under the laws of the
Tuesday. Thursday
ecry
Ten.
will stand examination before that
The Beer of Quality
As a man of the people
.
land to those who obey and are ruled by them.
Sului-iliiyI'rtHii
Ala.
MOItll.i:.
und
court.
Secretary Taft has been greeted wherever he has gone about among the sovi rry Tuesday, und from Itld
At Santa Fe yesterday. Judge John
ereigns of the republic.
eery
The cordial acclaim which lias gone out to him has
I'riilay,
connect
!..
It. McFie sustained a motion for temi:ST. I la., vlu r. &
been not less expressive of grateful appreciation of all that he has done for contains loss alcohol than
Itiit ut KKY
attorneys'
porary
la
fees
alimony
and
ISA
.
fur
xliit
11
and
steamer
people,
the nation, than It has been eloquent of the hope in the hearts of the
English or other
the divorce proceeding1 Instituted by
In l lxillllll.
of the high service which he will, by the grace of their nufiniKe, yet be able either
Mrs. Marietta Lord against her husis richbeers
American
and
Lrfiw rates, Including
stateroom
to perform for them.
In this faithful and competent public servant who er in the good, wholesome
band. Dr. C. N. Lord. She was alberth and meals.
lowed $40 per month alimony for
has never failed at any point to meet the Irtish expectations centered on his
particulars ask any
come from
For
further
that
the support of herself and children
attested qualifications, the people now recognize and greet the logical and Fabst Eifht-Da- y
railroad passenger or ticket agent,
Malt.
and $100 attorneys' fees for services
or address agent at various ports.
annolnted agent to take up and curry successful!) forward the fair and right,
orwas
1.
defendant
July
until
The
upon
Ask
triumph
for copy of new and Interest
Roosevelt,
and
by
the
and
inaugurated
President
eonis policies
expenses
of
dered to pay the return
ing
Mailory Une fouler
In
fruition of which depend the security and happiness of the republic.
Water-towwife
from
his
children
and
(). II. TAYliOK. I'UM'r 'Irullie Mgr.
Ernest Meyers & Co.,
a land where Secretary Tuft could visit no spot or place where he would not
X. Y.. where they now are, to
Broadway,
.ew York City
2!0
be received wili the most cordial hospitality, he could find no warmer wel- - 11(118 W. Silver Ave.. Albuquerque Santa Fe, in order that Mrs. Lord
City.
tn
125.
case.
to
prosecute
muy
Kansas
goesout
Phone
him
her
properly
fome than that which
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General

etc.

Jobbing

305 West Gold

Call up 597

to Salt Lake City, while one, a little
boy. Is going to Lus Angeles, ror

Tin
Ml"
Guttering,

When in need of anything in the

BAKERY LINE
French Bakery Co.

202

E,

R.R.Ave.

C. F. Allen

Galvanized Iron Cornice, Tin Roof
ing, Sheep-di- p
Tanks, Galvanized
Water Tanks, Pipe and Repair Work.

208

1- -2

West Gold

BAR OF COMMERCE
109

South First St. 'Phone 1036
Finest Liquors and Cigars.
Family Trade a Specialty

Gradi & Gxannmi

...

I

I

'

We give siiccial attention to FARM MACHINERY Alfalfa Mowers,
Wheat Hinders, Rakes, Hay Presses, Wind Mills. We carry high quality or
of machinery and tools. Write us for siiedal catalogue. J. KOKHIJl & t O.,
Wholesale, Albuquerque, N. M.

These Are
Carriage
Buying
Days

-

se

Easy Terms

and
Low Prices
enlcle to enjoy the summer months? If you
Do you Intend buying
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest . Incomes.

Albuquerque Carriage

REFRIGERATORS

Mallory Line

I

,

Co.

Corner First and Tiler as Road.

yJfJT-

I

,

Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of,
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
us.

SJTTTE

havejust

re-ceiv-

ed

a large
consignment of refrigerators, zinc
and whit9 enamel
lining, ranging in
prices from $10.00
to $40.00.

I

Pabst

BlueRibbon

--

fiKkl-valu-

n,

ALBERT FA BEE'S
308-31- 0

W. Central Avenue

..

Staab Building

WEDNESDAY.

nix

8.

io7.

ALBUQUERQUE

nixixxxxxiixxxxxxxxxxxm

BIG PRIZES

Try our Teas

AND

FOR RACES ARRANGEMENTS

BASEBALL

PLETE FOR

COM

T0M0R-R0W'SPR0GR-

AM

TODAY

Territorial

Fair Sets Aside Band Concert. Racing.

(Continued From

Base-

Pago One.)

ball. FlreworKs and
"The Mikado."

posed.

WE FULL

Small pieces of sine.
One full bottle of acid.
One empty bottle which had contained acid.
Forty-fiv- e
silver dollar molds.
Twenty half dollar molds.
Five quarter molds.
One small oil lamp.
Two empty pocketbooks.
Two boxes filled with zinc scraps.
One new ladle for heating lead and

PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

COMMERCE.

zinc.

A Klight

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant

,

Open Day and Night.

Meal, at all Hours.

Pint Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

-

er

MALOY'S

thT

1

Mexican Central

Try

Columbus
Motel

Savor Motel
E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
TUx-scle- st-

C.

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone make the
dntlee lighter, the au-e- lean
and the worries' fewer.
TOU

vt,r.i,.

Kmjt

The
telephone
preaervM
your health, prolong jtmr life
nnd protect your home.

A TELEPHONE

IN YOUR nOMft

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

000000ooeoeoe

FLY"

o,

.tP00r freen

SCREENS

rons; aa an

ordinary door at crlcea that dnr

TOURISTS

LAND Or THE
MONTEZUMAS

j

The Albuquerque

Hatters

for-wa-

ri

lead.

One old ladle.
ridge shows where
A large package
of plaster of
the two moulds came together and parts.
i
It
was
hence
supposed
A broken screw driver.
that the dolkd uuupuwuci,
lars were made in halves and solderA little funnel to run molten lead
ed together, which was not the case. and line on mold.
Oolong,
P
;
Wants to Study.
A cigar box.
The territorial fair association held
Concert by the American Lumber
Dr. Hall owes a $5 hotel bill to
A hand bag.
Japan,
an Important meeting In the parlors Co. band at 2:30 p. m.
the Southern hotel where his trunk
One
revolver, evidently
or the commercial club last night
Kacing by the Gentlemen's Driving Is. He claimed to have
English Breakfast
Instruments for pocket use.
concerning the matter of approprla club, at 1 p. m.
and medical books In his trunk valued
One
Colt's- revolver.
Hons for the main features of the
Base bail game between Geronlmos at $150. He wished his clothes
H Ceylon-Indi- a,
Two medicine cases fully stocked.
fair. $8,000 was the figure agreed and Browns at 3 p. m.
brought to him at the Jail, and that
case
One
surgical
of
instruments.
upon to attract strong racing entries
Kaces.
some of his Instruments be sold to
One large trunk of clothing.
Orange Pekoe,
ana i,itu was appropriated for base
Band concert. 8 p. m.
defray his hotel bill.
According
to Marshal Foraker,
ball prizes. The sums to be used in
Fire works display at 8:30 p. m.
Among other things in
had a more complete set of tools
Ceylon and
trunk Hall
securing other features were left to
Performance
of "The Mikado" was a $30 amputating set. his
molds
and
apparatus than some
other
claimhe
cpens at
p. m.
the discretion of the fair officials.
ed. He wished
keep his books for noted counterfeiters of the east. "By
Emperors Blend
It generally agreed upon that horse
Tne above Is the program arranged the purpose of to
appearances
the
studying
of
his ladle and othduring his
racing and base ball were the two by the Gentlemen's Driving associa- imprisonment.
a special blend for Iced Tea,
er tools, I should Imagine that he
grJft attractions necessary for the tion, the Albuquerque Traction comhas been "coining" spurious dollars,
His Downward Start.
success of the fair. Experience In pany, the American
Lumber Co.
dollars and quarters for six
Dr. Hall stated that ne formerly half
previous fairs has proved that these band and the Geronlmo and Browns
months,"
It is something better Q iwo
Marshal Foraker after
can ajways be depended upon to base ball teams for the Fourth of was a surgeon on a steamship run- Inspecting said
the collection.
ning from San Francisco to Manila.
than you are now using.
attract a large attendance. Base ball July at Traction park.
especially Is a sure winner with the
Adai'iional ceats in the grand stand He contracted the morphine and coclean, cooling, soothmass of the people. The prizes for have been placed this week, and ac- caine habit as a result of taking these ing,A cleansing,
uase oaii were thus denoted: $1,000 cording to Manager Chadbourne of drugs in connection with a case of Witt's healing household remedy Is De
TRY IT
Carbolized
Witch Hazel Salve.
th-j
for the first prize; $400 for the secMreet inilway everybody will be blood poisoning from which he once Sold by J. H. O'RIelly
A Co.
suffered.
ond prize, and $200 for the third; the taken care cf.
Deputy V. 8. Marshal Cooper took
remaining $150 being set aside for in.
The racing events will consist of
cidentals.
These are the most at- gentlemen's race, ladies' race, har- a finger nail cleaner away from the
tractive base ball prizes that have yet ness i ace, beys' race and running prisoner for fear he would attempt
been offered by any territorial fair race, for which $500 has been placed suicide. The mental condition of the
association and it Is expected that In prik.es by the Gentlemen's Driving m
I' such that it Is feared he will
make away with nlmself if possible,
they will be potent to bring some of associaticn for the winners.
and
a
game
brsc
the best ball teams In the southwest
The
will be for a
tall
strict guard will be kept over
to Albuquerque next fall. A good purse of $50 and a percentage of the him.
lively base baJl series will contribute gate receipts.
After leaving the TJ. fi. commissionlargely to the success of the fair.
"While the youngsters of Albu- er s home. Dr. Hall was returned to
Tho
querque
the
county JaH. He was
cannot
safely
8
celebrate
the
staiidnrd Hallway of Mexico
de8
Itaclnff lrlzc.
spondent and did not seem tovery
Independence of their country
in
The amount devoted to securing
said Chief McMillln this morn- the seriousness of his offense realize
Traverses the Republic
racing features is large and, in spite town,"
ing. "I would suggest that all young
8
of " "ctillemiin.
T5fiQ
c of
J'?
the late etart toward booking en- Americans
Dr.
Hall
a
is
fireworks
their
and
wreck
aeiure
From the north to the south
constant
tries, U Is expected that first cla. g i ny where outside of the city lim using of morphine. At from
and with its branch lines reachracing fen tu res wlM be secured. Sev- its. Should I or any other police of- ne is not an ordinary the same time
es the most Important cities,
He
8 eral mei. ers of the association have ficer catch them in the act of dis displays a knowledge criminal.
8
of medicine,
such as Chihuahua. Torreon,
been quietly negotiating
for stake entitling a fire cracker or gun in the drugs and chemistry which
Zacatecas, Aguascallentes. San
shows
races and in the ninety days remain- city, to the lockup they will go."
to
him
have
been
one
at
antime
or
Louis, Potosl, Tamplco, Irapua-ting .before the fair opens there is
a hard working student and a
other,
Guadalajara,
every reason to believe that an inman of considerable experience
teresting racing program will tie arIncidentally
grammar
the
The
City of Mexico
uses
he
BOSTON
IDEAL
OPERA
ranged.
Is correct; his bearing
that of a
and many other places worth
gentleman. He Is polite,is rather
Advertising tlie Fair.
polseeing.
ished In his address and hna ,,,,,i.,i..
The matter of advertising the fair
The It leliost Mining, Lumber
AT
edly been a good man at one time or
received considerable attention tit the
and Cattle Producing Incls
another.
meeting last night. The management
.Made AccrwMHlo by This
was given authority to jo ahead with
Almost Collapsed.
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
After the sensational raid by the
Grct System.
this matter without restriction. StaThe
police,
Mikado"
Will
lie
as
First
Per
In
described
lg
tionery
already in use by the manforiiianc-Citizen, Hall all but collapsed. He
at Casino Toagement; placards have been printed
morrow Nlglit.
Market letters received by F. J.
rmniiy niiowea
mat nis nerves
arrangements are being made
Can learn of much
....... had
is
Htriniirr. t . n hlirh
Graf & Co., brokers, room 37 Harriett and
, been
some
with
newspapers
in, vii, mull iUV
thirty
...ol, ..it,...
pubto
Intensely Interesting and that
Beginning
tomorrow
tileht
drugs
create
building, Albuquerque, N. M.. over lish fair news and no!fces.
the
bv
fear.
and
adAn
a
to
desire
Traction
visit
will
opened
be
Casino
the
Park
as he sat In a chair, his head held
their own private wires.
vertising car will be sent out to all by the Boston
Ideal Comedy company low and his hands shaking,
points that can be reached on rail
he
management
tne
Buraltogether
C.
A.
unciT
of
a pathetic figure andmade
New York stocks.
roads and posters will he plastered on gess. The company arrived in the utter dejection
his
fright,
and
made
the
uuiiuings,
tences and bill boards all city last night after a ten weeks en police address
October cotton
112.
him kindly.
throughout the southwest
Amalgamated Copper
section .if gagement at Forest Park in Kansas
87
by obtaining a map folder of tfw
Wa-Becoming Kxx-rt- .
the country.
American Sugar
123
City.
There Is no doubt but thnt the
Mexican Central Railway, as In
The advisability of niacin
American Car Foundry
fair
43
company
twenty
The
Deoman
numbers
has seen better days. Chief McIt are to be found brief sketchadvertising matter In the hands of ple In the cast and
82
Aicnison
Millln,
a
has
of
number
es of plaois and things In Mex-lfi- o
however,
refuses to believe
traveling salesmen for distribution in popular light operas in its repetolre.
Anaconda
60
thut
Hnll
only
has
been
that, for grandeur, antiquity
In
engaged
places on the railroads was consid- Tomorrow night the "Mikado" will counterfeiting
97
Baltimore and Ohio
for three weks. If
and historical value, have no
ered favorably
Brooklyn Kapld Transit
and several local be produced as the opening piece. this is true, he has
67
at least conducted
equal in the world.
wholesale merchants promised the For this opera the comnanv has a his experiments
Canadian Pacific
173
for many days preFolders, rates and all Inforservices of their traveling salesmen full set of attractive scenery
Colorado Fuel
33
paring
and
for
the
the
making
spurious
of
purpose.
for
mation furnished on application
this
Krie com
Posters will
24
be costumes and settings are beautiful coin.
to
printed
Spanish
in
as
Louisville and Nashville
well
as
Kmrilsh
115
A Mvsirrlonu num.......
elaborate.
The eomiianv comes
and the Spanish newspapers will be and
Missouri l'aelfic
76
here with a splendid record to Its
There is considerul lie
invfllprv
C. F. BERNA
New York Central
ennsiexi to advertise the enterprise In credit
112
already
and
the advance sale about Hall which the officers have as
their news columns.
Pennsylvania
124
yet
of
ai
seats
onenCommercial
assures
Matson's
to
been
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unable
clear
Agent.
the
ii ho.
Military Jisluy.
Reading com
106
a large attendance, a badly wrenched ankle, which he
Maynard Uunsal. chairman of tha ing performance
'. 22
Hock Island
EL
PASO,
TEXAS.
uurgess
says
c.
and his brother. W.
resulted from au mis-me-n
uhiiu
executive committee reported on his H. A.Burgess,
fco
Southern Pacifle
w. n. Mrmw)CK,
comedians of the walking near his hotel on south First
Interview with General Thomas dur- company andarearethesaid
st. Paul
13 1
street.
me
to
one
be
injury,
I'assenger Traffic Manager.
of
however,
would
ing his recent visit to Denver and as- the;
Southern liailway
20
fuunicFt teams in the western appear to have been caused by a fall.
J. V. MclM)ALD,
sured the association
Union Pacific
189
that General country.
'1 he
Then
prima
the man Is undoubtedly very
donna is Miss
lT. f. S
Genl. Pnss A frant
Thomas was heartily In favor of hav- Mm, formerly with Francis
37
ill
from
something
Wilson.
besides
morphine
CITY OF MEXICO, MEXICO.
ing a military display at the fair, and Tfi tenor Is F.
V. S. S. pfd
100
poisoning.
formerly
W.
Walters,
is
There
something
also
16
Oreene Cananea
that he would do all in his power to with Ihe Wade company, which mado peculiar about the manner In which
secure troops for the event. A reg- the big hit in Albuquerque
Shannon . .
18
three he will talk freely and apparently
ulation in the war department at years ago.
Calumet and Arizona
169
Miss Winifred Crowicv. truthfully for a lew minutes about
Washington forbids the V. S. army
Old Dominion
49
an Hawaiian girl by birth. Is the himself and then suddenly cease and
Copper Kange
attending any fair or enterprise of contralto
82
though only nineteen refuse to proceed further with his 50O00X3OOs0K500sK5
a purely commercial nature, but in years or and.
North Uutte
84
age, nas had considerable story.
3
Santa Ke Copper
the present instance, this does not operatic experience,
Grief for Wife anil I'lillil.
apply, for the territorial fair next fall nf unusually pleasingand has a voice
When his wife or child is mentionquality. Byrle
is
a patriotic and histori- Harrisoi., .the character
Summary or rendition.
ed
his
face Is contorted with pain, he
man,
will
New
July
3.
York.
American cal fair. The military is allowed to play
title role of the "Mikado." hides his eyes with his hand, rock
stocks In London steady, rather below attend such events. General Thomas He Is the
buck and fortli In his chair. and
an actor of rare ability.
and staff have promised to be presparity.
musical dlleetor is W. F. Glov- - pleads pitifully that they be not told
(old exports resumed with one ent as guests of the fair association. er.The
of
his arrest.
one
who
at
was
time
a
director,
Historical IVuturc.
million dollars In coin.
Whether the man Is feigning grief
lints donned and Blocked In
Gl.lb?rt
and Sullivan in Eng- The idea of making the fair a his- for
Governor Hughes summons special
or
whether he feels It, one is unable
i: nci
ny Slyle Panamas
torical celebration was regarded en
session of legislature for July 8.
Speto
says
He
Judfre.
Among
Is
grief
his
pieces
real
other
will
be
Failures In first half of 1907 show thusiastically by the members of the , produced at the Casino which
mm me way ne says it, wuuld con
cialty
Clothing
are
the
"Mas
steam
decrease in number as compared with association.
It was suggested that cot.
any
"Girolfe-Glrolfe- ."
nearly
one that he spoke
the "Persian vince
19(ifi, but increase in liabilities.
the Catholics take concerted action Honeymoon,"
Cleaned and Pressed.
Ex"Said the truth.
"Martha."
Weather and crop reports continue in working for the success of this Pasha."
( ntcii.
A
Valuable
and
"Fra
Diavolo."
press
The
Orders
generally favorable.
Attended
feature. One day of the fair will be peoole of Albuquerque may
to
Is
a strange customer,"
"He
said
look
Producers expect copper consum- set aside as Coronado day and
Promptly.
to a month of splendid musical Chief McMillin, "and I do not know
ers will be obliged to come Into mar- will be a parade and pageant ofthere
hiswhat to make of him. Of course the
from this company man
ket within next two weeks.
torical significance in which the vari- entertainment
is not in good health but he unhas a fine reputation.
Seats doubtedly
Twelve industrials declined .37 per ous historical societies, Indians and which
was shrewd enough to plan
now one Bale at Matson's.
25 and
military will take part. It is expect- 35
cent.
a
counterfeiting
campaign and carry
cents.
&
Twenty active railroads declined ed that this will be made a comit Into operation.
my opinion
In
.94 per cent.
memorative festival celebrating the
Is looked up it will
when
his
record
Phone
580.
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AIUUVALS.
historical events 1n which the early
be either found that he has manuFranciscans and Spanish
explorers
Kansas City Livestock
spurious
factured
coins
or
before
else
Thomas E. Layden, San Hernar- , he has been shown
Kansas City, Julv 3. Cattle re- were so actively concerned three hun illno;
bv
Adrienne Cerf. Sun FVnnclac,. i ......
. ... the process
.
ceipts 30.000. Market strong. South- dred years ago. No effort will be c.
may .leaci
"'V'San Marcial: A nnlim.
."ran
neglected
ern steers 3.506.00; southern cows
toward gathering together Los Hettner.
to
ne.
more
unearthing
of
of
such
Angeles:
M. Hreenmliurer. x.w
Consult a Reliable Dentist
$2.00ifi3.60; Mockers and feeders ai me iair a com'.irehenslve collection
St" Louis; ! .IiV" otnr "a,",
J. It. Teasdale.
13.251 5.00; bulls J2. 7505.10; calves of relics and curios 'bearing upon the York;
Improving
the
cons
he
"e
M.
William
Van
City
Kansas
Cleave.
$4.00fi 6.26; western fed steers 14.25 early history of the south-west- .
from ,lay " !"'
This is
C. M. Phillips Denver(S6.50; western fed cows $3.00fr4.60.
ow " b ,h? d:,".'Lr" We f'Und
Carnival Too.
Full Set of Teeth
hlH
Nas York; E t Mu.rayf New
In the way of free attractions It enka
Sheep receipts 3000. Market steady
V.
mKht- - Gold Filling
weF
York; H. H. Gr.issel. Chicago: Solo- - L"m' So.n,e
$1.50 np
aa agreea inut a carnival company mon
Muttons J5.00f(( 6.00; lambs $6.25 (W
wnne
specimens
were
otners
Luna. Los Limns- P h niv- - imssHbie
"r
Gold Crowns
$6
7.65; range wethers $4.75 (q 5.75 ; fed is a necessity and the management
counterfeit
coins.
Three
NT.
Lake Valley; H.
Erhard, El dollars he had just completed looked Painlc-Hwas urged to exert Itself to the ut rord.
ewes 14.25 5.25.
Extracting.. .50c
Paso;
Charles
Shulert,
C.
Denver;
D.
most in endeavoring to secure a first
enough like the real thing to deand wife, Mexico City; Char- ceive
Chicago Livestock.
class carnival company for the busi- Spencer
the average person."
les M. Steuerson, Chicago.
ALL WORK ABSOHTELY GUAR.
Chicago, July 3. Cattle receipts, ness section of the cty during
fair
His Outfit.
13.000.
ANTEED.
Market steadv. Peeves 14.70 time.
His room at the Southern
hotel
Stiirgeo.
W7.10;
cows tl.75ifi 5.00; heifers
The secretary of the association,
was a complete workshop. He had
Hattle C. Allen, McCarty's;
Max practically everything he needed
t2.60fi 5.60; calves $5.00 fi 7.75; good Itoy Stamm, has been in correspondIn
to prime steers $5.75 if 7.1 5: poor to ence with amusement agencies, and Paul Kempenich. Peralta; George H. "the business," the following
being
Hoe, Joe F. Thompson, San Marcial: the list
medium $4.70 5.65: stockers and is hopeful of securing some spectacuby
poof
articles
founu
feeders $2.90 Ti 5.25.
lar free shows. As yet nothing defi- T. A. Lewis, St. Louis; John C. lice at the time of his capture:the
Sheep
receipts 13.000.
Market nite in this line ha been contracted, Spears, Gallup; A. C. Mackintosh,
Twenty counterfeit silver dollars of
Pueblo; E. Pueero, Bernalillo; TO. S. date
strong. Western $ 4.00 ti 6. 1 0:
s but among the features of this charof IS Kg nnd 1K0.1.
Helntzelman.
;
F.
L.
Allantown.
Pa.:
I6.10fi6.75: lambs $5.50 fi 7.70 acter that can be obtained are air
one counterfeit half dollar.
western $5.50 ft 7.75.
ship exhibitions, balloon and para- Walrath, B, O. Wright. Wlllard: Mrs.
Twenty pieces of zinc, used In mak- DBS. t'OPP and PETTIT.
Liffreng, Sablnal; J S. Mac-tarchute stunts, fire fighting shows, and Oscar Magdalena;
ing dollars,
HOOM 12. X. T. ABM I JO HLDG.
rish.
Mrs. I' M. Jara- Motnl Market.
various
other
novelties.
New York. July 3
mi llo, Los Lunas.
dull $5.25
Other Attractions.
copper
dull 123.25 (Ji 24.00 ; silver
The matter of securing cowboy and
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Savoy.
Indian attractions was left to the
Kodolph Otero, San Hafael; I. X.
management.
exopinion
The
was
a
Money Market.
Topeka;
E. J. Ferguson,
that while these features are Casslty,
New York, July 3. Money nn call pressed
Kettner; Jess N. Uussell and wife,
not
especially
Interesting
to
people
6 to 7 per cent; prime mercantile paOsIn the near vicinity, they are valuable Oklahoma City; I. V. Peacock,
6 per cent.
per 5 '
Lobar, Las duces; Philip Jagel,
drawing cards for strangers from a car
Las
Cruces.
distance.
People a few hundred
St. Ixiuis Wool Market.
The Pioneer Tent Sanatorium of New Mexico. Situated
from New Mexico still have the
St. Louis, July 3. Wool steady and miles
Grand Central.
the foothills of the beautiful Sangre it Cristo Mountains,
impression that this territory is the
amrng
unchanged.
J.
Pureell. C. K. Hawkins. Las Vescene of the dime-novsort of
gas; H. J. Foully. Blooinlngton, 111.;
a mile from the historic city of Santa Fe. Private Mountain
impreswoolincss
and
this
Spelter Market,
Lunas.
water supply. Excellent table. No dust storms. Cool sumcannot be eradicated until they Emiliano Custelll,
St. LouK July 3. Spelter
unlet. sion
come and see for thenilves what
$4 62 '2 i( 4.67
mer climate. Resident physicians.
Cralgc.
the southwest of today Is really like.
D. M. Marshall. J. F. Bawls.
El
Paso; li. C. Buslinell, Dehond, Fla.
You have to take what comes In
Rates SI 0.00 Per Week Up.
Send For Booklet.
weather,
shape
why
hot
the
of
not
prepare for it? Our low shoes and RINCON IS AGAIN
MclroMlitim.
Claude C. Killlnger, Altoon.i. Pa.;
slippers fur men. women and chilH. V. Aikins and wife, St. Louis.
dren come as near being as cool as a
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cuci'nitier as anything ever will. We
QUIET
have them in canvas, viei kid and
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patent kid. Mack, white, tan or gray.
Prices range from 11 50 to $4.00. c.
H
.
.
li A l rr"- wI hQ
May's slide store, 314 West Central
Lis Cruces. X. M.. Julv 3 Ouiet
"j?vcTO OUR
avenue.
nrv
particularly restored at Blneon, X.
v
n
u
iiiD
in
M . and oilicers there now feel
BUSINESS
that;
NOTH i:.
no
will result over the kill-- 1
All barber shops in ibis city will lug trouble
of William A. Veal, manager for;
We want you to try us for an order and you will continue. Our Ice
be open on Thursday. July 4tli. from A. Jaciaby
at itiiicon, by Deputy Slier- 7 until 11 a. m., and closed f r thei HTs
Cccilio
Lucero
Francisco'
and
Cream is absolutely pure. We pack and deliver to any part of the city.
balance of the day.
A rami, "f thai place, which occur-- j
red fSunday morning.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
The town was in a furore of excitement when the killing became
WANTED General office man also kliocvn and efforts were m:iil t., lv,,cVi
reliable clerk. Apply Citizen of- H" two men, who are now In jail. H
$
fice or room A, Slurges hotel this TVe klilliig is generally characterised ' S
.
a
deliberate murder.
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One large piece of babbitt
iwo tin i nies, medium size.
Two small files.
Ball of plaster of parts.

CHASE & SANBORNS

Package Teas

"

CITIZEN.

COUNTERFEITER

GAMES

We have a full line of

EVENING
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There Are No Better
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WHITSON MUSIC CO.,

California

Excursions
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Gold Ave.

Extremely Low Rates
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ALL FLAVORS

MATTHEW DAIRY CO.

Phone 420

Get

Ftill

Particulars

T. E. PURDY, Agent

From

Safety of the Checkjjg Account
When you pay yoi r b'lls by check, you carry no money
on your person, it is in t necessary. Your money is safe in
the Bank.
You can write out a check for the amount you wish
to
pay you check against your money in the Hank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone. The checks
you issue are good only to the party to whom they are made.
We offer exceptional facilities for bot large and small

accounts.
We solicit your accoi.nt.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

nitiTrinj'fflnUrlsJnLRnsiilts.

PACiV.

WTntfT

SOI

CATILE

city.

Latter Food Being Extensive- - Excellent Reports From
j

Results.
Agricultural College, N. M., July 3.
The New Mexico agricultural experiment station has Issued bulletin
No. 10, which
is entitled, "Sotol
versus Alfalfa for Cattle Feed." and
Is as follows:
Bulletin 130
, ,,
nt nalll.
In making a

tM

i

All gers.

Phoenix, Arlx.. July 3. That the
Cave Creek district to the north of
Phoenix Is rapidly coming to the
front Is evidenced by the great activity that Is now going on in that
section. Despite the fact that there
property In
Is not a dividend-payin- g
IIIU

UUIIlUt

to con- -

dTtloune

An automobile stage line from Tu- rumcarl, N. M., to Melrose, N. M., on
the Sunta Fe cut off has been estabIt carries mull nnd passenlished.

Sections of That
Territory.
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haphazard

grills
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marriage license was issued yes
terday to Hlrnni Joseph Hamhrook
to l:na Claywelt Frank, both of this
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way for ninny

copper bodies

are led. The teca usea, oi course,
reason of the water level being
should always depend upon the ob- by much
farther down than anyject in view i. e. whether to produce so
else In Arizona where the
work, to fatten cattle, or to produce where Indications
are so encouraging.
face
milk.
However, with the present develop
Alfalfa has been recognized for ment
that is going on it win not be
eome time as one of the best all
Around feprin for rattle, on Account many months before this water level
of Its richness in digestible nutrients will be reached.
In

vte

is m

A suit for divorce was filed In the
district court yesterday by Attorney
Hannah
K. U Medler for Lillian
Cody
ng;ilnt her husband Hert
Cody.
zanies
Oeorge Washington Crook, living
at Huckcye. thirty miles west of
1'hoenix, at about 3:30 Monday
morning, telling his family he would
go out and drive the cows In for
milking, took his rllle, and going in
to a nearby blacksmith shop, killed
himself.
James H. Haggerty died quite sud
denly Monday afternoon at the residence of W. A. Hlnlr, in Raton, N.
M
where he had resided for nhout
two years. Deceased was 65 years
old nnd lenves a widow and three
children. Mrs. Hagerty and a son,
John II. , reside in Katon.
Carl Graf and Mrs. Adeline
were quietly married In the court
house at Portales, nt noon Tuesday.
Judge C. M. Oompton tying the knot.
lioth the contracting parties are rrom
near Elida and their marriage was
a surprise to their many friends both
here and In Portales.
One of the most peculiar accidents
of the medical records of Rlsbee for
some time Is that by which A. V.
Kline, a well known young miner,
lost hi left ear, falling at the Irish
Mag shaft Friday night and having
the organ literally torn from his
head.
President R. A. Fowler of the Water Users' Association will leave
Phoenix tomorow morning for Chicago to atteml a meeting of the executive committee of the national irrigation congress, which has been
called to meet in the auditorium In
that city on Saturday, July 6.
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Work is going forward
anri snpln.llv Its hiirh content of
The nitrogen did manner on the Grand Traverse
nitrogenous material.
m albuminoids in a feed is the most- ana Arizona property, une ledge on
essential ingredient used by the ani- the claims owned by this company is
mat: It Is the source of most of the several feet wide on the surface.
energy necessary to produce the dally specimens from which contains cop- Kodol will nourish and strengthen
work of the body, it.Duuas up me per, gold ana silver in large quanti-musclThe best remedy for backache,
and flesh and finally if in ties. A shaft is now down 60 feet
your digesetlve organs and furnish weak kidneys, lnflamatlon of the
excess of amount necessary to these and will be sunk an additional 100
the natural digestive Juices for your bladder Is DeWltt's Kidney and Blad
different functions it becomes a fat by contract. When down to the wat- Tfaelr action is prompt
gen- producer. It is thus readily seen tlm er level Dr. E. F.
stomach. It will make you well. Ko- der Pills.
dol diges!. wha you eat.
Sold by J. and sure. A week's treatment for
alfalfa is valuable mostly for its high era! superintendent, expects to get
25c. Sold by J. H. O' Rielly & Co.
O'RIelly & Co.
content oi aiouminoia nitrogen.
into a big body of sulphides
Now that all internal difficulties
Used Extensively.
company
a
Sotol head Is a feed which is of tha Kentucky-Arizonin nm nnrta of the 'have been adjusted the work of de rfntuaiv
veloplng
property
will be comthe
Fpd Alone it does not con-- 1
tnrritnrv
very soon.
The equipment
tain enough nutrients to be desirable menced
DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
extensive and in first class shape
for nroduotlon of work. fat. or milk. ' On
the Mormon Oirl mine a shaft
The nutrients are Dresent in much
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wean
mailer nuuntitles on account of the has been sunk to a depth of 500 feet
high percentage of water, that it is and several drifts have been run
longest, most economical; full measure.
the
necessary to feed with it countering fine bodies of ore.
The
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
PAPER Always In stock.
BUILDING
tome other concentrated food rich In .mine is now shut down, but will be
Doors,
Etc.
Sash,
Glass,
Paint,
reopened about the first of Septem
albuminoids or proteins and fat
At the residence of the brii-e'- s
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MX.
The question has often been raised ber.
Murr
The Snowshoe mine, owned by the parents, Mr. nnd Mrs. Frank Kllen
as to whether or not it la a paying
Klsle
Miss
proposition to feed material which Consolidated Mining and Smelting of Aztec, N. M..
Fuller
is loyv in digestible nutrients such as company, is shipping about 600 tons Murr and Mr Edward Myron
by the Rev. H
the sotol. On the other hand it is of ore a day to the B. C. Copper of Hoston were married
Selhelm, pastor of both lue
well to feed material that is con- company s smelter
at Greenwood W. H. and
Flora Vista churches, at
centrated and rich in digestible nu- - The value of the ore is approximate- Aztec
i
Sundny morning in the
11
o'clock
any
to
regard
above,
the
ly 1.4 per cent copper, $1.50 gold
trients. In
!
presence of about thirty guests.
teed can be made part of a ration and 2u cents in silver.
and all that is necessary under ordiClifton District.
With seven children depending upnary conditions, to receive the best
U right
j
j
are right
A new strike has been made in on her for support, without means,
possible results from, the feed. Is to
the tunnel on the property of the nnd so violently insane that those
feed a well balanced ration.
Chase Creek Copper company . The about her have to be continually up'ecMuiry nations.
harm, is
After many experiments It has been tunnel Is now in 1,750 feet, which on the alert, to avoid bodily
of Mrs. Ida
learned that certain nutritive rations gives the workings a depth of about the Dltiful condition
Prescott,
at
arrived
who
are necessary to produce work, fat 900 feet. The face of the tunnel is Croxdale.
ago from Ca..- or milk. If these rations are fol now crosscuttlng a vein of low grade Ariz., onlv a week
her husband recently
where
copper,
fornia.
ore
carrying
feed
iron
sul
for
selection
of
lowed in the
and
a well balanced ration, our present phur. Superintendent I. N. Stevens died.
knowledge of chemistry and a little is of the opinion that the vein is a
Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
R. T. Young, secretary of the El
big one and that the chances of a
calculation will do the rest.
of New big body of ore being encountered Paso Guano and Fertilizer company,
A prominent cattleman
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You
In company with the manager of the
Mexico has sought information from are very good
has been inConsiderable development work is company, Geo. Bruce,plant
this department regarding theperadvisat Carlston being done with very satisfactory re- specting the drying
ability of feeding sotol at $5
In reference to alfalfa at $10 per sults on the property of the New bad, N. M. He expressed himself as
pleased.
The plant is
ton as a beef producer.
Gold and Copper com being highly
Kinds of
and Catalogue
to Its full capacity wlih
One ton of average alfalfa con- pany just across the mountain from belnir worked
cars
two
per
One
day.
and
30
one
protelds,
shift
pounds
t68
about
tains
the Gold Belt property. The proppounds fat. and 800 pounds nitrogen-fre- e erty Includes a number of promising per week are ehippea.
extract.
claims from which satisfactory shipTh residence of Joe Boggs, sit
Rich Feed.
ments have been made.
Superinexuated four miles from Portales,
The fat and the nitrogen-fre- e
goodly
a
tendent
Molder
has
sized
o' clock Fri
tract in each case may well be class- force of men at work and is pre- caught fire at about 10 nue
ana was
day from a defective
ed together as carbohydrates.
paring
to
shipments
to
make
the
completely burned to the ground.
In as much as the cattlemen Is Shannon smelter In this city.
There was no one at home except
looking for a feed rich in proteids and
Ail excellent showing is made at Mrs. TtoEifs and two small children
carbohydrates, the two principal food
Belt Develop- and they were unable to save but
constituents found abundantly in al- the mines of the Goldcompany
in the little of value. The loss Is said to
falfa, it may readily be seen from ment and Reduction
camp.
Morencl
The first work was be partially covered with Insurance.
the above figures that sotol alonesub-is done
on the property 15 months ago A verv fine Diano was Included In
not by any means a prolitable
stitute for alfalfa. It would require and there is at the present tlm.) 473 the loss.
o
almost 10 tons of sotol to furnish the feet of shaft work and 796 feet of
A cleansing, clean, cooling, sooth
proteids secured from 1 ton of alfal tunneling. The gold shaft, in which
and above 3 half toni Is installed a 15 horse power gaso- ing, healing household remedy is Defa ($50-110- );
Witch Hazel saive.
of sotol to furnish the carbohydrates line hoist. Is now down 200 feet. It Witt's CarbolizedO'Rlolly
& Co
secured from 1 ton of alfalfa (117.50 is well timbered and is one of the Sold by J. H.
$10.)
best pieces of work In the district.
A Comnarlaon.
The company has about 1,000 tons
However, If conditions regarding of ore on the dump that will aver- ESTANC1A VALLEY
are
age $20 gold to the ton, but this will
freight rates, 'locations and etc.,
such that the proportionate pi ice oe not be shipped for the present, as
tween alfalfa and sotol varies con the copper property of the company
JSJIUSY PLACE
siderable from the standard here tak- is paying operating expenses.
and
prolitable
en it might be found
Miscellaneous Cumps.
convenient to substitute sotol for alSafford District The outlook for
Kstancla. N. M.. July 3. (Special)
falfa provided a feed rich in proTwo big steam plows are turning
teids and carbohydrates be used with another good mine In the Safford dis
exvery
encouraging.
Is
Is
trict
up
It
sotol.
the
the soil In the valley west oi .
As a suggestion (to compare with pected that the Lone Star shaft, now- tancia, preparing
for next year 8
alfalfa) a combination ration might going down at the rate of 10 feet wheat crop, this land having never
expose
1
day,
large
body
will
a
a
ton
of
of
about
sotol.
be fed consist of
Each of these mabeen cultivated.
300 pounds cottonseed meal, and 8U0 rich sulphide ore. The shaft is now chines plows and harrows a space
pounds wheat bran.
down to a depth of over 400. If the twelve feet wide. The engines used
plana of the management materialize lu connection with these plows will
a reduction plant will be built on be used this fall to thresh grain and
Tako a UontniaMter's Word for It.
at
postmaster
the property.
'..an,
a.
M.
F. Hi
Mr.
benns in the valley.
Kingman. The
Tawa DevelopCherryvale, Ind., keeps also a B'.ock
The rattle of the first harvester
of general merchandise and patent ment company has Its deepest shaft that ever bound grain in this vicin18
an
says:
inch ity is being heard in the valley.
"Uhamberlaln's down nearly 200 feet and
medicines. He
. . . PUBLISHED BY . . .
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Rem- Btreak of the 7 foot vein shows shlp Corn harvesters are waiting for the
edy Is standard here in it .inc. It ping ore. no assorting being neces. ripening of the corn, maize, sorghum
never falls to give satisfaction and sary. A concentrating plant is being and kafllr corn.
we couid hardly afford to be with- considered
Rev. Guss, of Albuquerque, preachhave ed here Sunday night. He Is misYuma. Williams Rrothers
out It." For sale by all druggists.
bonded the Muderbach group of 20 sionary for the Presbyterian denomiin nation in Arizona and New Mexico.
the
Oak Dlank inlaid linoleum for $1.25 claims adjoining
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Plomosa range. The bond calls
The Hlstani'ia Trust and Savings
the yard, laid on your floor. Prints the $300,000
!
begun
will
be
one
work
and
building
bank is moving Its
from 65c up. Large line to select far
Dy sepiemoer
i.
block north of the former location
from. Futrelle Furniture Co.
on Fifth street. It will be ready for
business this week.
es
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IT WEANS HIM
The running of a bank account has a
tendency to wean a man from habits of
extravagance and dissipation. It gives
him new ambition and a desire to save

Work

money.
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We are always glad to assist those
who desire to "turn over a new leaf."

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE
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and you will find no better screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
inferior kind.

t as Scores of Albuquerque People
lave.
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Waiting doesn't pay.
If you neglect the aching back.
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely
follov.
Doan5.i Kidney Pills relieve back
ache,
Cure every kidney ill.
Albuquerque citizens endorse them
Mrs. J. I Curi, living at 410 South
Third street, Albuquerque, N. M.,
says: "I suffered more or less from
pains in my back for a long time, and
myat times when 1 would over-exe- rt
self or take cold, 1 suffered severely.
That this trouble was duo to kidney
disease 1 had no doubt; In fact, I be
lieve it was hereditary in my case, as
my father died with Bright s disease.
About a year ago Doan's Kidney Pills
were brought to my attention, and
taking them for a Hhort time I was
absolutely relieved of the puln in my
back and felt better in every way
The merits of Doau's Kidney Pill
were so plainly demonstrated to mt
Unit 1 cum with pleasure und confidence recommend them to others."
Price 50
sale by all dealers.
Pooler-cents.
ilburn Co.. BurTalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
No. 22
take Ho oilier.
If you want anything on earth, you
can get It through the want columns
of The Evening Citizen. We get

They Keep the Flies Out

New Mexico's Leading

Afternoon Newspaper
3

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THt, SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG

CIRCULATION COUNTS.
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GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquette

SKKeeCvc
L. B. PUTNEY
"OLD RELIABLE."
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

i

Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries la
in the Southwest

i,

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUB.

'
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ALBUQUERQL'K,
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M.
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WEDNESDAY,
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ALBUQUERQUE

S. HOT.

Harveys started to experiment with
William M. Van Cleave, a Pullman
conductor running between Kansas
City and La Junta, arrived In the city
last night.

IE

BABY BUGGIES

tTo
RUBBER

TIRED

and Pocketbook.1
Styles to Select From.
FROM

52.50 to $30,00

W. V. Fotfdle Furniture Co.
ll
I

II

RAILROAD

BRIQUETTE

-

DEPABTMT

CURE

the type known as Mallet compound
and will have 16 drive wheels, arranged in two Independent groups
of eight each. The boilers used are
more than 43 feet long and the inside diameter of the largest firebox
foundation ring la eight feet. It Is
provided with 404 tubes two and
Inches in diameter and 21
feet long. The water In the boiler
will weigh 42,700 pounds and the
tubes 23,700 pounds. One of the
fireboxes would make a good-size- d
living room, being ten and one-ha- lf
feet long and nine and one-hafeet wide inside and having a grate
area of 100 square feet.
First of the locomotives of this
type in this country was that built
by the
name company
for the
Haltlmere & Ohio railroad In 19. .
This engine astonished the engineering world at that time by Its enormous size, not these engines for the
Krle railroad will be as much heavier than their predecessor as that engine was heavier than the next largest locomotive of Its time-- The decided success of the Baltimore &
Ohio engine, however, has proved the
advantages offered by this type of
exceptional weight and hauling power, and Justifies this still greater development of the type.
These engines will be completed
about the middle of the next month.
one-quart- er

FOR SMOKE
TROUBLE

lf

With Their Use Locomotives
May Enter Cities

Smokeless.
Washington, V. C, July 3. Recent
fuel tests made by the government
indicate that it may be possible Boon
for locomotives to enter cities without emitting" smoke of any quantity
whatever from their stacks. In the
hope that there will be an early solution of what Is perhaps the most
difficult problem in the elimination of
the smoke nuisances of the big cities,
these lests are to be continued in cooperation with the government fuel
testing plant at Norfolk, Va., and
various railroads.
throughout
the
Manufacturers
country have experimented willingly
with smoke consuming devices, and
have obtained adequate results, but
the railroads have always proved a
stumbling block to the elimination
of mioke through the belief of officials that nothing could be done
which would not interfere with their
schedules and the amount of work
that must be done each day.
Recent tests indicate that a fuel
made from slack coal pressed into
briquettes not only burns almost
without smoke, but also evaporates
more steam and produces more power under the same boilers than does
the same amount of coal.
Western J;mmN Test Briquettes With
Those briquettes are made by taking the waste of slack coal from
mines and mixing it with sufficient
tar so that the coal will hold together, the whole befng pressed into
brirks or cakes by machinery.
The Missouri Pacific railroad, the
Hock Island Illinois Central, the Burlington and other railroads have
been testing these briquettes for gome
time, with excellent results. In two
tests out of St. Louis the Missouri
Pacific otlicials reported that briquettes are a satisfactory fuel for locomotives In the service of this road, under whose supervision these teats
were made, expressed the opinion
that the advantages gained In burning briquettes were more than sufficient to cover the cost of their manufacture.
While this official would like to see
these briquettes used throughout his
system for fuel. It would be gratifying to the dwellers In cities if the
railroad would carry sufficient of
these briquettes to use only y.lien the
locomotives approached
the cities.
It la also suggested that these briquettes be used on fast passenger
trains where high speed is necessary.
In express service, and in any difficult work such as climbing hills,
where the greater efficiency is demanded from coal.
Low lrlce of Owl U Hindrance to
Xew Industry.
The successful development of the
Industry of the United States depends upon a number
of conditions that are expected to
work out well in future tests. The
condition which has more than any
other prevented the development of
such an industry is the low price of
bituminous coal and especially the
small difference between the price of
the lump coal and that of the slack
or fine coal.
With anthracite and
coals, the difference between the
price of lump coal and that of the
tlaek U often more than sufficient to
cover the cost of manufacturing briquettes, and in such cases there can
be no question as to the possibility
of establishing a brlquetting Industry.
There are still other cases In which
It is said the difference between the
prices of lump coal and of the slack
are either Just sufficient or scarcely
sufficient to cover the cost of briquette manufacture, but the fact that
the briquettes made from such material present certain advantages over
the lump coal may enable them to
command a suffic ient higher price to
provide a margin of profit.
It is asserted of briquettes that
they burn with a higher efficiency
and with less smoke, because thy
allow a better circulation of the air
and the combustion Is more complete
and uniform, and they burn with
more flame, owing to the added combustible material and at higher temperature.

SAXTA

IT. FISCAL YEAH

MIOWS iIlKAT C.KOWTII.
Chicago, July 3. Sunday next the
Santa Fe road, according to advance
figures, will close the greatest year
in its history. Its gross earnings will
be considerably in advance of those
of any other twelve months, having
grown at the rate of more than
a month, as compared with
the previous year, which also was a
record breaker.
Net earnings have
Increased at the rate of about $250,-00The Santa Fe now has under operation 9,259 miles of road. The
most Important work before it Is the
linking of its Pacific coast and gulf
lines, giving a direct line from Chicago to Ivos Angeles and San Francisco and from Galveston
to both
those California points.
During the last year nearly
d
of the gross earnings have been
spent on the maintenance of way and
equipment, an unusually high proportion, resulting In Increased earning
power and more economical operation. The greater iiortion of the system now is laid with heavy steel rails.
HANKKltS OI'KX WAR
0.

one-thir-

ItAII.KOAD SI I II AX
l'AIM'Y l0 LYNCHING
Mckshurg, Miss., July
3. Suit for
$10,000 damages was entered today
against the officials of the Vicksburg,
Shreveport & Pacific railway by Mrs.
Kobt. Kogers. as alleged conspirator
in the lynching of her husband.
Itogers. who had killed a rival merchant three years ago. was In Jail at
Tellulah. La., lust September awaiting trial. A mob, led by Dr. W. J.
Brown, brother of Roger's victim,
chartered a train at Monroe and went
across the state to lynch Rogers
"The passenger station here Is a
credit to Albuquerque," said a Kansas City man who passed through
here today on Ihe limited.
Kansas City, we blush every "Intime a
stranger mentions our very ancient
depot. While a city like ours needs
a large depot, still If they would give
us one of the Alvarado type, with
lots of coverings from the sun and
weather, we would be more than willing to stand outside."
Harney Mollerlng. for the past two
years U:,y round house foreman at
the shops, has resigned to accept a
similar po.'ilion at Los Angeles. Mr.
Mollei'imr Is to lie succeeded by Michael Wciier, formerly connected with
tin Ci Ii.dkki A- Southern shops at
Denver. Mrs. Mollerlng will leave
this week for a visit with relatives in
Galcsbutg. 111.
Louis (iuttm.m, car accountant In
the upper yards. Is considered a wizard by his f,l!ow clerks. Guttrn.in
can watch three or four freight trains
pass along, without making a single
note, but an hour afterwards he can
i:m;ii:s
number each car In the train, withi. i:k rovsriti ti:i out
making a single mistake.
Xew York, July 3. Three locomotives, now linll'ling f ir the Krie railPass,. nirer train No. 10 ai li ved here
works of the this morning one hour and ten minroad at the Si hnei-tadAmerican Locomotive company, will utes late, due to waiting at El Paso
lie the heaviest and the most power- for the .Mexican Central connection
ful engines of their kind ever cmi-last night.
ructe.l.
J. F. Snlvetey. shipping clerk In
Kach locomotive alone, without lis
tender, will weigh 20ft ton, and will the Alvarado curio room, has been
haul, on the level,
freight
loaded
nicknamed
Navajo drv farming
cars, or a train about two miles long. expert" by "The
his fellow clerk's.
When
These enormous machines are of the Navajos working hern for the
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MEETS every Summer at this store.
The
Club Uniform is viz: One of our bingle or
Double 15reasted lilue Serge Suits, a Straw Hat,
Negligee Shirt, Bal Uriggan Underwear, thin
Hosiery and a Summer Tie.
You'll be pleased with the Uniform.
It will look well and you will not object to its
price. The annual dues for the entire outfit are
not high and need not exceed

Here.

Are you looking for something? Re
member the want columns of The
Evening Citizen are for your especial
Denent- it talks to the people and
they talk to you.
Kodol will nourish and strengthen
your digestive organs and furnish the
natural digestive Juices for your
stomach. It will make you well. Kodol digests what you eat. Sold by
J. H. O'ltielly & Co.

FEE'S GOOD, COI.n TSOOT BEE
AT WALTON'S Dltl ti STORE.
o

HeWltt's
Early
Risers.
Little
Small, sure, safe pills. Sold by J. H.
O'ltielly & Co.

The following letter from an Albuquerque dealer In books and school
supplies Is worthy of consideration at
the hands of the board of education.
The letter is plain and straight to
the point. Following the letter Is a
copy of the list of school books which
will be neded under the new law and
the auxiliary list which the board of
education may choose from for auxil
iary work.
Mr. Kleke believes that the number of books parents are forced O
buy should be kept at a minimum
and that the pupils should complete
all books before laying them aside
for others. His letter will be Inter
esting to parents of children of school
age. Mr. Kleke writes:
Albuquerque, N. M.,
July 2d, 1U07.
Editor of The Dally Citizen.
Dear Sir: Conforming with our
territorial laws, a change of text
books for our public schools have recently been adopted.
I think I can safely say that the
parents of children attending our
public schools will be called upon to
purchase eight thousand
dollars
worth of books, when the schools reopen next September.
In addition to the basal list of text
books that were adopted, the use of
which Is compulsory, there Is a long
list of supplementary books, the use
of which lies entirely In the discretion of the local board of education.
In the past 11 has been the custom to
use a large number of supplementary
books, usually during the second haif
of the school year. It appears to me
that the use of these supplementary
books Is an unnecessary burden to
the parents, as these are of no es
peclal benefit to the student. I do
not advocate the discontinuance of
any branch of study, but do not think
any benefit Is derived by having practically duplicate bonks in the same
study.
Notwithstanding
the fact that
deal In school books, I stand for
fewer books, and a more thorough
study of those that are used.
I take this method of bringing this
question to the attention of our school
board and Interested parents.
In Justice to our school book dealers, action should be taken at once,
before orders for books are placed,
or not at all.
Respectfully,
WM. KIEKE.
Official List of Text Books.
Basal List.
(If the subjects represented by the
books In this list are taught In any
of the first eight grades of the public
schools, these books much be used

For Family Use,

B. C.
St. Louis Bohemian
Bottled - Beers"

20.00 or 30.00
Join the Club and adopt the Uniform and we
can assure you that you'll never regret having
done so, and you'll pay your dues willingly.
COPYRIGHT 1904

WASHINGTON
FASHION ABL&
CLOTH INC.

si

M. MANDELL

COPYRIGHT 1904
WASHINGTON

FINE CLOTHING & FURNISHING
Agent For

FASH tON ABLE.
CLOTM1NO.

3The Washington Clothing None Better
XXXXXXXXXTXXXXXXXXlllIIIIHTTTtTTTTITTITTXTTITTTITIlXJITTXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
There ran be no substitutes.
See
penal clause. See. IX. Chapter
7.
Session Laws of 1907.)
tending.
The Wide Awake Primer.
Little
Brown and Company, Boston. Massa
chusetts.
Brooks' Readers, first year, second
year, third year, fourh year, fifth
year, sixth year, American Book Company, Chicujro, Illinois.
H'lllnr.
Heed's Primary Kneller.

Mavnnrd.
Merrill and Company. New York City.
Heed's Word Lessons, Maynard, Merrill und Company, New York City.
Writing.
Medial Writing Books, elxht num
bers, Olnn and Company. New York
City.
.angting, (.miiiinar and tomposi- Uon.
Language Through Nature, Litera
ture, and Art, Itand, McNally and
Company, Chicago, Illinois.
(traded lessons In Kngllsh, Mav- nard. Merrill and Company, New
York City.
Higher Lessons In English, Maynard, Merrill and Company, New
York City.
Composition,
Webster's Klementary
Houghton, Mifflin and Company, Boston, Massachusetts.
Physiology.
Conn's Introductory Physiology and
Hygiene, Silver, Burdette and Company, New York City.
Conn's Elementary Physiology and
Hygiene, silver. Burdette and Company, New York City.
Arithmetic.
Walsh's New Primary Arithmetic,
D. C. Heath and Company, Boston,
Massachusetts.
New
Walsh's
Grammar
School
Arithmetic, part one, D. C. Heath
ami Company. Boston, Massachusetts.
Walsh's New (irammar Mchool
Arithmetic, part two, D. C. Heath
and Company, Boston, Massachusetts.
Walsh's New
Irammar School
Arithmetic, complete, (part one and
part two bound In one volume.) D.
C. Heath and Company, Boston, Massachusetts.
(ittiKruphy.
Introductory
Natural
Geography,
American Book Company, Chicago,
Illinois.
.Natural School Geography, American Book Company, Chicago, Illinois.
History.
Montgomery's Beginner's American
History. Glnn and Company, New
York City.
Montgomery's Elementary
Ameri
can History, (iliut and Company, New
York City.
Montgomery s Leading Facts of
American History, Glnn and Com
pany, New York City.
CIVUD.

Ilnd Itnrnft Quickly Healed.

"I am so delighted with what
Chamberlains Salve has done for me
that I feel bound to write and tell
you o," says Mrs. Robert Mytton,
457 John St, Hamilton, Ontario. "My
little daughter had a bad burn on

her knee. I appUed Chamberlain's
salve and It healed beautifully."
salve allays the pain of a burn
most instantly. It Is for sale by all
druggists.

Tin Is

We do It right. ROUGH DRY.
perial Laundry Co.

Kennedys Laxative Couch
Use
Syrup. Contains no opiates. It drives
the cold out of the system ty gently
moving the bowels. Contains Honey
and Tar and tastes nearly as good aa
maple syrup. Children like It. Bold
by J. H. O' Rlelly & Co.

No

breaking in
needed

Im-

A Memorable Day.
One of the days we remember with
pleasure, aa well as with profit to
our health. Is the one on which we
became acquainted with Dr. King's
New Life Pills, the painless purifiers
that cure headache and bllliousness
and keep the bowels right. 25c at all
dealers.

Special Excursions
VIA

Tt

r

with

AW.

1

thtfootnth

I

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe si comfortable from
'he start.
The burning and aching
caused by stiff soles and the
pvils of thin soles are prevented by the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time with,
:omfort.
;
A stylish

70

principal points In Illinois, hna. Kan
sax, Michigan, Minnesota, .Missouri,
.xirui ami shmuh Dakota's and Wis.
cousin.
Dates of sale June 15. 18. 17. t2
23, 24, 29. 30. July 1. 2, 3, 4. B, 6, 10, shoe that's
11. 12, 19, 20, and 21. Final return
absolutely
limit October 31st.

comfortable
Philadelphia and Return

jkrd.

$59 25
Tickets on sale July 11, 12 and 13.
Return limit July 23rd. By depositing
this ticket and paying II It may be
extended to leave Philadelphia up to
and including July 31st.

N: Si, RtJ Cnm
PattM CaJt Blmtitr.

Hoynton's School Civics, Glnn and
Company, New York City.
)xfords,
Dictionary.
T. E Purdy, Agent
Webster's
Primary
l)lctlonary
$3-- 5
American Book Company, Chicago.
Webster's Common School Diction
ligh Shoes,
ary. American Book Company, Chi
cago.
$4.00
Webster's High School Dictionary.
"
American Book Company, Chicago.
Let us fit you.
i
Webster's
Dictionary,
Academic
American Hook Company, Chicago.
Roet American Block, per ton.. $4.50
Supplementary List.
Antliraclto Hut, per ton
$8.50
(Texts In this list are recommendAnthracite Stove and Furnace
ed for use in case the regular texts
per
ton
99.50
121 Railroad Aranaa
do not furnish sutllcient material. If
any school wishes to use some supplementary text not named In the following liBt, it may secure permission
from the territorial board of education by making application
to the
DEVOES READY PAINT
secretary, the territorial superintendOne Gallon Covers 600 Square TaeL
ent of public Instruction.
DRY CEDAR
PALMETTO
ROOF TAINT
The Wheeler Primer, W. H. WheelPINION
Stops Leaks. Lasts rive Years.
er and Company, Chicago.
AND TORNILLO.
The Art Literature Primer, AtkinTERMS STRICTLY CASH.
son, Mentzer and Grover, Chicago.
408 Watt Ralltaad Aranaa
The Art Literature Headers, Book
One, Atkinson, Mentzer and Grover,
Chicago.
The Art Literature Headers, Book
602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
Two, Atkinson, Mentzer and Grover,
iNBUttJk MCcT
Chicago.
Secretary Mutual Bulldlns
The Art Literature Readers, Book
Three. Atkinson, Mentxer and Grover, When you want to buy, sell, tlon. Offloe at S17 West Railraa
Chicago.
avenue.
rent or exchange
Tho Jones' Headers, by Grades,
Book, One, Glnn and Company. New
York City.
The Junes' Headers, by Grades.
Book Two, Glnn and Company, New
York City.
The Jones' Headers, by Grades,
Keep busy until you find
Hook Three, Glnn and Company, New
with Jtaube and Maufer
York City.
Of Ace, IIS North First St.
The Jones' Headers, by Grades,
ALnCQCERQCK, N. M.
Book Pour, Glnn and Company, Ne

COAL

(

WM. CHAPLIN

WOOD

Thos. F. Keleher
JAP-A-LA- O.

John

S.

Beaven

A. E. WALKER.

Household Goods W. E. MAUGEB

VJOOL

Butty

Guaranteed
Under the
FOOD
DRUGS

Serial

Only at the

AND

York

The

IN ST. LOUIS.

No. 6768.
I

k

v.'.lr"
- 1

Headers. by Grades.
i n n and
Book Five.
214 W, Gold Ave.
Company, Nov
York City.
The Jones' Headers, by Grades. Albuquerque
New Mexico
Bonk Six. Glnn and Company, New
York City.
The Jones' Headers, by Grades.
Honk Seven, Glnn and Company, New
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO
York City.
Headers,
Junes'
by Grade.
The
Bonk Eight, Glnn and Company, New
LIVERT, BALE, FEED AND
York City.
TRANSFER STABLES.
Wentworth and Hill's Exercise? In
Arithmetic, Ginn and Company, New Horses and Mules Bought and Ei- York City.
chanced.
Nichols' Arithmetical
Problems.
ThompMin.
Brown and Company, BEST TOURNOUT8 IN THE CIT
u
setts.
Host hi.
Sum hn "I'th'M Exercises In
Arith- Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
metic. I'eiijnnlo H. Sanhmri
anil
( "uin pany.
New Yol k City.
Webster'. I nternatlntial Dictionai y.
G. and '.. Merriam Company, SpringThe
field, Massachusetts.
ALBUQUERQUE
PLANING MILL
The best remedy for bachache,
weak kidneys. Inflamation of the
bladder Is DeW'itt's Kidney and Blad- TIIK OI.DKST MILL IV THE CITY.
der Pills. Their action Is prompt
When In need of a4i, door, frame,
and sure. A week's treatment for etc. fccroeii work a MfMH'lalty.
403
25c. Hold by J. H. O'ltielly & Co.
South tint street. Telcpliono 403.

"
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i

THE AA1ERICAN BREWING CO.,
St. Louis,
CO.NSOLltAUl)

Star Furniture Co.

City.

Jiint-s-

Ton a an ad
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BRIBERY

ACT,
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...

Club

Anti-He- at

ML

Minimum

te

-

Join the

Urges That Number Used be

.

It Is alleged that the exchange
business of the express companies
and the relations which they have
with the railroads enable them seriously to discriminate against regular commercial operations of banking
institutions.
The complaint Is directed against
the Adams, United States. American,
Wells-FargPacific,
Southern and
Great Northern Ex press companies.
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DEALER

Constipation.
For constipation there Is nothing
quite so nice as Chamberlain s Stom
ach and Liver Tablets. They always
produce a pleasant movement of the
bowels without any disagreeable effect. Price, 25 cent9. Samples free
For sale by all druggists.

ness.

PAGK SICTTTf.
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C. Bettner, division engineer of the
Rio Grande division, returned to San
Marclal last n ght.
H. X. Erhard. traveling passenger
and freight agent at El Paso, arrived
here this morning.
a
the Campbell system of dry farming
recently, Kniveley
assisted them In
starting the work.
C. M. Phillips, a Santa Fe conductor from Denver, is In the city.

ox ex tension lines.

Washington, D. C, July 3. One of
the most Important cases yet 'filed
with the Interstate commerce commission under the new railroad law
was today presented to the commission by the American Bankers' association.
It alleges that the express companies through their power and facilities as common
carriers, are
usurping the prerogatives of the
Hanking associations and at the same
time employing the capital of the
banks In the conduct of their busi-

H00 L

Brakeman n. 8. Chappel Is In the
Las Vegas hospital, where he had
part of his right foot amputated. Hi
was Injured Saturday at Ulorletta.
Will rugate has resigned h.s position as night cleric at the Las Vegas
passenger station and T. Dennis of
La Junta has taken his place.
WOrV" on the new tie treating plant,
South of the stock yards, is progressing rapidly.
The concrete foundations are nearlng completion.
The upper yards' .bad order track
Is full at present
with dilapidated
cars of all types. The bad order
tracks In the new yards are not yet
ready for occupancy.
W. T. West, head bollermaker at
the Los Vegas shops, left yesterday
for Philadelphia, called there by the
serious illness of his son.
Thomas E. Layden, mechanical superintendent at San Bernardino, was
in thd city yesterday on company
business.
W. R. Brown, southwestern freight
and passenger agent for the Santa Fe
at El Paso, spent yesterday In Albuquerque.

-

CIIIZEN.

EOF

Progress on the Arixona and California railroad has brought the grading outfits within the boundary of
Yuma county. The road Is In a state
of completion as far as Parker, on
the Colorado river, and trains are
running regularly to that point.
To even up the
of passenger engines at Ls number
Vegas, engine 1218
was coupled on to engine 1224, and
the two compounds pulled No. 10 to
Las Vegas this morning.

Suit Everybody's Taste

BUGGIES

EVENING

L1QIUK C'J.,

U. S. A.

lfaribnlurj.

M.is.-uch-

Don't Forget

1

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions. Hat,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Uqnor
and Cigars. Place your orders lv
this line with us.
NORTH TH -.-D BT
T

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Kinds of Fresh and Salt Mt
Steam Sausage Factory.
EM III KI.IK.VWORT
Masonic Building. North Third atrssi
AU

O. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE,
Rooms It and
Albuquerque.

REAL ESTATsT-NOTARPUBLIC

Y

Cromwell HWa
Telephone No.

14

!.

ALBUQUERQUE

FAGG EIGHT.

CITIZEN,

EVENING

for a month.
Before returning h
will visit the
national capital at
Washington and the Jamestown exposition,
Elston E. Jones, who has Just completed a four years' course and graduated from the state school of mines
at Hollo, Missouri, will return home
tonight. He has taken his degree of
WEATHEU FORECAST.
mining engineer. He Is the son of
l'rof. and Mrs. F. A. Jones of this
3.
tonight
Colo.,
July
Fair
Denver.
city.
and Thursday, warmer southeast porDr. Nacamull, who Is acting as
tion tonight.
Italian consular representative In Albuquerque,
had warrants Issued last
TK.YIN AIUUVVKS.
niKht for G. Baderacco
whom he
charges with using grossly insolent
time.
First No. 1 on
angry
and
Insults. The doctor had
Second No. 1 tit 9 p. m.
the warrants Issued both as consular
No. 2 at 2:50 p. in.
representative
and as a private citiNo. 4 on time.
zen.
The case will be heard befM-No. 8 nn time.
Judge
MoClellan,
acting police Judgo,
No. 7 on time.
at 9 a. tn. tomorrow.
No. 9 on time.

O

PERSONAL.
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Cool Shoes for Hot Feet
When your feet perspire or burn, bathe
them in warm water in which a little alum
has been dissolved. Dust the inside of your
stocking with Allen's Foot Ease. This will
give you relief. For a permanent cure wear

fa

W. P. Metcnlf has gone to Tesuque
for a few days.

MOT.

c

I

A new restnursnx under the mm- agement of Marcus and Anderson,
has been opend In place of the one
formerly known as Graham's Cae,
and Is now In first class running or- -;
der. You will find there the best that
the market affords, at prices to suit
the times. Mr. Anderson is one of
the best and most experienced cooks
In these parts, and nobobdy knows
the management and flanclerlng of a
restaurant better than Mr. Marcus.
Your patronage will be appreciated.

Win. Wallace McGlellan

Justice of Peace, Precinct No.

12

N. M.
Notary Public

ALBUQUKRQUm.

SCHOOL TEACHERS

I

John C. Speer, of Gallup, arrived
In the city last night.
our cool, easy fitting, stylish shoes.
ARRIVE TOMORROW Collections made at Korber Building 124
M. W. Mills, an attorney of SpringN. Second Street From 9 to 12 a, m.
er, was in the city today.
John C. Spears, a cattleman of (Jal-luand 2 U 4 p. m.
spent yesterday in the city.
Five thousand school teachers, InJudge Klock, a local attorney, went cluding 'many noted educators of the Residence 723 N. Fourth St.
to Katou this morning on legal busi- east, will pass through Albuquerque
$M
Men's Canvas Shoes or Oxfords
ness.
tomorrow and Friday In special trains
to
$1.65
4.00
Dr. M. D. Wilson went to Domingo en route ta the annual meeting of the When in Silver City Patronize
Men's Low Shoes, Tan or Black
association,
busiNational
Educational
this morning on professional
2.00 to 4 00
Men's High Shoes, Tan or Black
which will begin in os Angeles Satness.
afternoon.
P. H. Blckford, of Lake Valley, is urday
1.50 to 2.25
Women's Canvas Shoes or Oxfords
The two special trains of "school
transacting business in Albuquerque marms
and professors" left Chicago
today.
1.65 to 3.50
Women's Low Shoes, Tan or Black
PRIVATE BOARDING HliUSE
and according to the schedsheep Saturday,
Duna,
and
Solomon
banker
aranged, will spend six days on
Women's High Shoes, Tan or Black. . .. 2.00 to 5.00
man, is in the city today from Los ules
Angeles.
were
Stops
the trip to Los
Next Elks' Opera House
Lunaa.
made at Kansas City, Topeka, Denver,
Shoes and Oxfords for Boys and Girls . . 1. 00 to 2.50
Rodolph Otero, of San Rafael, Is Santa Fe, Colorado Springs and Puebtransacting business in the city
lo, and an hour will be spent here.
From here the two specials will run
Mrs. Oscar Lilftreng. wife of a mer direct to the Grand canyon where a
with
a day will be devoted to sightchant at Savlnal, is In the city today half
seeing.
shopping.
The first special Is due to arrive
Regular meeting of the Degree of
Clothe your family on $1.00
tomorrow morning at 11:35
Honor at 7:45 tonight at Odd Fel here
o'clock, following the limited out of
per week
lows' hall.
80
here at 1:10 o'clock In the afterMr. and Mrs. Martin Soloman and noon.
Weet Central
810
special
will
arrive
The
second
children will leave for a visit In the at the same hour Friday morning.
east today.
The session of the National EducaMrs. J. V. and Miss Mabel Conway tional association will continue four
Supplies Finishing for Amateurs. 1
returned to Santa Fe last night from days, adjourning
next Wednesday.
a visit to Denver.
The educators who made the trip loan Kodaks free,
Mrs. Charles Closson and daughter, via the Santa Fe, will return home
May, left Santa Fe yesterday for a by way of San Francisco, Portland,
Ore., and Salt Lake City, while those
On tho Corner
visit In New York.
came via the northern route will
Leading Stationer.
The
of New who
Dr. Boynton and wife,
pass
Albuquerque
en route
York, are visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. D. home.through
Hand in Las Vegas.
The Albuquerque school .hoard, and
V. F. Otero, a promJnent sheep a large number of local teachers have
man of San Rafael, N. M., Is In tho made plans
to entertain the visiting
city on business today.
teachers during their sojourn In the
Bearrup city.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernalillo
are rejoicing over the arrival early
this morning of a baby girl.
AT
J. H. Bearrup, of the Uio Grande CELEBRATION
115-11- 7
Woolen mills, returned to the city
lust night after a trip north.
Ave.
West
Between
BARELAS CHURCH
Emlllano Custelll, a resident of
Los Lunas, accompanied by his wife,
arrived in the city this morning.
E. W. Dobson, a local attorney Is
There will ti a celebration of the
In Denver, Colo., attending to legal
Fourth of July tomorrow at the
business for New Mexico clients.
Spanish Methodist church In Barelas.
F. C. Dezendorff, chief special Eloquent speakers will deliver adagent, has returned to Santa Fe from dresses, and everybody is Invited to
Denver accompanied by his wire.
attend. Following is the program:
C. D. Spencer and wife, of Mex- Afternoon Exercises, Commencing at
morning.
ico City, arrived here this
10 O'clock.
They will leave tonight for California. Prayer, by Rev. Thomas Harwood.
Kempenlch,
merchant Reading of the Declaration of IndeMax Paul
and postmaster at Peralta, left this
pendence, by Attorney M. C. OrtlJ!,
morning for his home after a short
and a short address.
visit here.
Song, "America."
V. S. Mlera, a merchant of Cuba, Speech, by Attorney A. A. SedlLlo.
and chairman of the Sandoval county Hymn No. 810. by congregation.
e
TTTT
commissioners, arrived In the city Speech, by Rev. Hlglnlo Costales,
morning.
Commenglng
this
Exercises,
at
Afternoon
Savin
Our
2:30 O'clock.
John Stein, superintendent of the
.l
New Mexico division of the Harvey Speech, by C. B. Chaves.
CT
Ice Pads
Line of
system, will be here tomorrow on .is Song.
Speech, by Thomas Harwood.
weekly Inspection tour.
Song, "The Star Spangled Banner."
Mrs. John F. Fletcher Is in Santa Speech,
T. M. Harwosd.
Fe visiting her mother, Mrs. Grant Speech, by
Refrigby Attorney M. C. Ortiz.
Rlvenberg. Mrs. Fletcher's child Is
very 111 with meningitis.
erators
Mr. and Mrs. Carmel Abeytla and
daughter, Mrs. Manuelita de Armijo,
The Railroad Avenue Optician
are
in Santa Fe where they were
'
Cream
called by the death of Mr. Abeytla's
Eyes Examined Free
is the
nither, Mrs. Clarita N. de Abeytla.
son
Mills,
Justice
Chief
of
Wilson
f 1 4 Railroad Avenue
Freezers
most
FOR CASH ONLY
j
and Mrs. William J. Mills, has reALBUQUERQUE.
N. M.
New
Vegas
to
Haven
from
Las
turned
complete
$6.50
Conn., where he has been attending American Block per ton
6.50
Yale university.
Cerrillos Lump
in the city
8.50
mer- Anthracite Nut
prominent
J. S. Mactavlsh,
0.00
Mixed
Anthracite
chant of Magdalena, spent touuy In Anthracite, furnace sizes
Reduction In Trimmed Hata
SS
9.50
Albuquerque a guest at the Sturges
Water
Water
6.00
Gas Coke
hotel. He is looking up the condtion Clean
Miss C. P. Crane
Smithing Cool.
of the wool market.
N Coolers
512 North Second S reet
Filters
Sheriff Anicito C. Abeytla, of SoSpecialty of
corro county, and Francisco Abeytla,
also of Socorro, passed through the
STYLISH
DRESSMAKING
city yesterday en route to Santa Fe
where they were called by the death
of their mother.
M'MllEIl MILL WOOD.
in
Hose,
W. E. Martin, clerk of the Socorro Green
$2.50
county district court and former as- Factory
3.25
Stamping Done to Order.
Mowers,
Reels,
sistant superintendent of the territorMaterials for
ial penitentiary, and W. D. Newcomb,
Our
former clerk at the prison but now in
H.
GO.
business at Socorro, passed through
the olty yesterday en route to Santa
on
business.
Mrs, M. C Wilson
Fe
224 W. Cold
Judfre Ira A. Abbott of the Bernaon
tho ASK YOUR GROCER FOR
lillo district court, will leave
TICKETS BOUGHT, SOLD
Chicago limited tonight for his old
THE
home In Haverhill, Mass., where he
AND EXCHANGED
will visit with relatives and friends
Association Offloo
Transactions
A HOME FOlt YOU.
Caarantooo
COTTAGE. MOD
NEW
Just Removed to 305
2 IiOTS, CLOSK IN. NEAR
RAILROAD AVE
KH;
R0SENFIE1 D'S,
IIBW.R. R.Ave
A 1MIUM1N.
THE PARK.
South Second
CASH, IIALANCK ON TIME 8 PER
Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware. We Invite
JOHN M. MUUIIK juvu
I CENT..
your trade and guarantee A SQUAKE DEAL.

fa

fa

f.

3VLT

WEDNESDAY.

p,

fa

Mrs.

Van

Riper's

Your Credit is Good
E. M AH ARAM

Ate Yoti Looking for

POOR

o d
1

nursery

"rooster"

unfottunate 'cause
he couldn't find a shoe
to fit and feel comfortable.
The new low shoes fi
comfortably 'cause we
have them in a variety of
lasts to suit a variety of
feet.
We sell llanan and
Douglas shoes, none better for the money in
their respective class. See
them in our window.
was

you
PERHAPS Demiel

haven't
under-

wear for summer wear.
Friends of ours who have,
tell us they are getting bigger
comfort out of it, than they
expected.
Negligee shirts, spring
collars, etc., in large
variety prices always reason-

ho-sir- y,

able,.

Get next to one of those
$7. 50 Outing Suits they are
a big Bargain.

Eastman Kodaks

SIMON STERN

HAWLEY

The Central Avenue Clothier

Bargains?

We Have Them in Telephones

The Reliance Electric Co.
Central

502

NORTH FIRST STREET

Railroad and Copper Ave., Tel. 74

Refrigerators. Garden Hose, Garden Tools
WATER
COOLERS

GO.

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

LAWN

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

MOWERS

Tinners

Plumbers

Alaska Refrigerators

Aagfsjal

I

A

COAL

I

I

J

TREE PRUNERS
TX7I
an
t
T
'4 nar
s ana4 mowers
lYiciiO mien
vester
.

None Better

C. H. Carnes, O.D.

DENNETT'S CURIO STORE
tOS North

MILLINERY

WOOD

Just Arrived

cotton
both
A newsupply of Garden
Lawn
and rubber. Hose
prices
the lowest
Catchers.
Grass

EVEHITT

Diamond

W.

HAHN

&

Channel Cat Fish
Fresh Mackerel
Barracuda
Red Snapper
Salmon

FANCY DRY GOODS
FANCY WORK

St

'

FRESH FISH

Shaw's Bread R.R.

Palace

first St.

All Kinds of Indian and Mexican Goods. Tho Cheapest
Place to boy Navajo Blankets and Mexican Drawn Work
Ma? Ordmre. Carefully and Promptly rilled.

-

-
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ADVERTISE IN THE EVENING CITIZEN

Phone 1056

TV CO.
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FEE'S
CANDIES,

Blue Serge Office Coats $4.00

WHITNEY GOWSIPAR3Y 8

PEERLESS HOME-MADAT WALTON'S DRUG
E

STORE.

BELL'S

Wholesale Distributors

LIVERY

New Location

A Nice Grey Suit
bright.
$18-$20-$22.50-

the

renowned
will make the path of life seem

world's
Co.

made ;by
tailors Strin-Bloc- h

Try one and

424 NORTH SECOND ST.
TELEPHONE 43

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and
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Harvesting Machinery

m

THE ANNEX ROOMING
HOUSE.
New Management.
Located opposite the Alva-rad- o
and next to Sturges' cat,
hns recently been entirely reIt
furnished and remodeled.
now one of the coolest ans
most attractive rooming houses
in the city, with every modern
convenience, both hot and
cold water and electric light.
The only house In the town
that will not receive Invalids.
You can secure a room for
S3 per month and up.
Also
liy the dav or week, at rea- If your oi'l
Honahle prices.
room is warm and uncomfort- uble, move to the Annex.

J

MRS.

see for yourself.

-to-$30

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
South Second
122

h
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ItAMUlNI, IToprletres..
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Not Made by the Trust

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

!

119 Weit Gold

1.

FULLY WARRANTED
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Prices

Albuquerque, Ne

Mexico
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